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Inverse limits and profinite groups are used in a quantum mechanical context. Two cases are
considered. A quantum system with positions in the profinite group Zp and momenta in the group
Qp/Zp; and a quantum system with positions in the profinite group Ẑ and momenta in the group
Q/Z. The corresponding Schwatz-Bruhat spaces of wavefunctions and the Heisenberg-Weyl groups
are discussed. The sets of subsystems of these systems are studied from the point of view of partial
order theory. It is shown that they are directed-complete partial orders. It is also shown that they
are topological spaces with T0 topologies, and this is used to define continuity of various physical
quantities. The physical meaning of profinite groups, non-Archimedean metrics, partial orders and
T0 topologies, in a quantum mechanical context, is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The starting point for quantum mechanics is a pair of Abelian groups (G, G˜) which are Pontryagin
dual to each other, so that we can use one of them as the group of positions and the other as the group of
momenta. We use the notation Σ(G, G˜) for a quantum system where the position variable takes values
in the group G and the momentum variable takes values in the Pontryagin group G˜. Then G× G˜ is the
phase space of this system.
We are interested in a set of quantum systems with positions in the Abelian groups Gn and momenta
in their Pontryagin dual groups G˜n. By taking the inverse limit G of the groups Gn [1–3], and the direct
limit G˜ of the corresponding Pontryagin dual groups G˜n, we get the groups (G, G˜) which are Pontryagin
dual to each other. In a quantum mechanical context, the corresponding quantum system Σ(G, G˜) is at
the ‘edge’ of the quantum systems Σ(Gn, G˜n), i.e., it is the smallest system which contains all systems
in the set {Σ(Gn, G˜n)}.
In this paper we are interested in the case that the Gn are finite Abelian groups, and then the inverse
limit G is a profinite group. Profinite groups have been studied extensively by the mathematical com-
munity in the last few years[1–3]. They are topological groups at the edge of finite groups, i.e., between
finite and infinite groups.
In the case Gn = Z(n) (the integers modulo n), we get the finite quantum systems Σ(Z(n),Z(n)).
They have been studied extensively in the last few years (see reviews in refs[4–8] and also refs[9–11]). We
4factorize n in terms of powers of prime numbers as n =
∏
peii where pi are prime numbers and i = 1, ..., ℓ.
Then the quantum formalism for Σ(Z(n),Z(n)), can be factorized in terms of the quantum formalisms
for Σ(Z(peii ),Z(p
ei
i )) [12, 13]. This factorization is based on the Chinese remainder theorem. In this
sense the quantum systems Σ(Z(peii ),Z(p
ei
i )) are the buildings blocks of all the finite quantum systems
Σ(Z(n),Z(n)). We note here that there is also a lot of work on quantum systems Σ(GF (pn), GF (pn))
with variables in the Galois fields GF (pn) (reviewed in [14]), but this is not relevant in the present paper.
We first consider the systems Σ(Z(pe),Z(pe)) (with fixed prime number p). The inverse limit of Z(pe)
is the profinite group Zp (p-adic integers) and the direct limit of their Pontryagin dual groups which are
also Z(pe), is Qp/Zp (where Qp is the field of p-adic numbers). Therefore in this case we get the system
Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)].
We also consider the systems Σ(Z(n),Z(n)). The inverse limit of Z(n) is the profinite group Ẑ (defined
later) and the direct limit of their Pontryagin dual groups which are also Z(n), is Q/Z (rational numbers
on a circle). Therefore in this case we get the system Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)].
General references on p-adic numbers are [15, 16] and on other related number fields [17–20]. Quantum
mechanics and quantum field theory on p-adic numbers have been studied in refs [21–36] and they have
been applied to the physics at the Planck scale, condensed matter[37–40], etc. Applications of p-adic
numbers to (classical) computer science have been discussed in [41]. Wavelets on p-adic numbers have
been studied in [42–45]. Related mathematical work (e.g., Fourier transforms of functions on p-adic
numbers, generalized functions, etc) has been presented in [46–52]. We also mention harmonic analysis
on adeles [53–56]; harmonic analysis on number fields in Tate’s thesis (see [17]); and the Langlands
programme [57] which studies deep connections between automorphic forms and other areas. In the
present paper, we discuss some of these ideas in the context of quantum mechanics, taking into account
recent developments by the mathematical community on profinite groups.
We also make a link between the above ideas and partial order theory [58–60], which has not been
explored in the literature. We define the partial order ‘subsystem’ in the set of the quantum systems
{Σ(Gn, G˜n)}. We say that Σ(E, E˜) is a subsystem of Σ(G, G˜) if E˜ is a subgroup of G˜ (the relationship
between their Pontryagin dual groups E and G is discussed below). The system Σ(G, G˜) is a maximum
element which when added to this set, it makes it a directed-complete partially ordered set. The concept
of directed-complete partially ordered set, is used in domain theory which plays an important role in
theoretical computer science [61–63]. The partial order theory approach, makes precise our statement
earlier that the system Σ(G, G˜) is at the edge of the quantum systems {Σ(Gn, G˜n)}. We mention here
that lattices have been used to describe quantum logic [64–67].
It is known for a long time[68, 69] that there is a strong link between partial order theory and topology
(e.g., [70–74]). We make this link clear in our context [75], by making the sets {Σ(Gn, G˜n)} topological
spaces with a T0 topology. From a physical point of view, this topology can be used to define continuity
of several physical quantities in Σ(Z(n),Z(n)), as a function of the dimension of the system n. Intuitively,
we expect a physical quantity (e.g., entropy) as defined in the systems {Σ(Gn, G˜n)} to be a continuous
function of n. But this requires appropriate topology, and the T0-topology does this.
The work applies to quantum mechanics three different but linked areas of mathematics:
• Profinite groups (and p-adic groups). They are topological groups with Hausdorff, totally discon-
nected and compact topology. Therefore we can define locally constant functions with compact
support on them, and also Haar measure for integrals.
• Partial order theory applied to sets of quantum systems {Σ(Gn, G˜n)}. With it, smaller systems are
embedded into larger ones and the Σ(G, G˜) is at the edge of {Σ(Gn, G˜n)} (i.e., it is the smallest
quantum system that contains all the Σ(Gn, G˜n)).
• T0-topologies applied to sets of quantum systems {Σ(Gn, G˜n)}. These sets are topological spaces
5with the systems Σ(Gn, G˜n) as ‘points’. Open sets contain some systems and their subsystems, and
closed sets contain some systems and their supersystems. The separation axioms of the T0-topology,
reflect very basic logical relations between the quantum systems. The T0-topology can be used to
define continuity of a physical quantity in the various Σ(Gn, G˜n), as a function of n. We note that
the T0-topology on the set {Σ(Gn, G˜n)}, should not be confused with the topologies of the profinite
groups which are Hausdorff topologies.
The emphasis is on linking these ideas to each other, in a quantum mechanical context.
In section 2 we present briefly background material in order to establish the notation. This includes
partial order theory, T0 topologies, p-adic numbers, etc. In section 3 we present the concepts of inverse
and direct limits with emphasis on their physical importance in a quantum mechanical context. These
important mathematical concepts have not been used widely in physics, and one of the aims of this article
is to show how they can be used in a physical context.
In section 4, we study the quantum system Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]. We define the Schwartz-Bruhat
space of functions for this system, and we study the corresponding Heisenberg-Weyl group
HW[(Qp/Zp),Zp, (Qp/Zp)]. We also give a series of properties of the displacement and parity oper-
ators in the phase space of this system. In section 5, we study the set of subsystems of Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
as a partially ordered set and also as a T0-topological space.
In section 6, we study the quantum system Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]. We define the Schwartz-Bruhat space, and
present a phase space formalism which includes the Heisenberg-Weyl group HW[(Q/Z), Ẑ, (Q/Z)] and
several properties of the displacement and parity operators. In section 7, we study the set of subsystems
of Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] as a partially ordered set. We also study this set as a T0-topological space and show
that the topology reflects fundamental logical relations between the subsystems. With this topology, a
physical quantity which is defined in the various systems Σ(Gn, G˜n), is shown to be a continuous function
of n. We conclude in section 8 with a discussion of our results.
II. PRELIMINARIES
R denotes the real numbers; Q the rational numbers; Z the integers. Z+ are the positive integers, Z+0
are the non-negative integers, and N = Z+ − {1}. a|b where a, b ∈ Z+, denotes that a is a divisor of b.
Π is the set of prime numbers. If n is factorized in terms of powers of prime numbers as
n = pe11 ...p
eℓ
ℓ ; n ∈ Z
+, (1)
we will use the notation
Π(n) = {p1, ..., pℓ}; E(n) = {e1, ..., eℓ}. (2)
Z(n) is the ring of integers modulo n. We will use the notation
ωn(α) = exp
(
i2πα
n
)
; α ∈ Z(n) (3)
for the characters of Z(n) (the roots of unity). Then
1
n
∑
α∈Z(n)
ωn(αβ) = δn(β, 0); β ∈ Z(n) (4)
where δn(β, 0) is Kronecker’s delta.
6C(n) is the multiplicative group
C(n) = {ωn(α)|α ∈ Z(n)} ∼= Z(n). (5)
The notation G1 ≤ G2 for two groups, means that G1 is a subgroup of G2. If m|n, then Z(m) ≤ Z(n)
(and C(m) ≤ C(n)). If n is factorized as in Eq.(1), then
Z(n) ∼= Z(pe11 )× ...× Z(p
eℓ
ℓ ); C(n)
∼= C(pe11 )× ...× C(p
eℓ
ℓ ) (6)
A. Pontryagin duality
Let G be an Abelian group and G˜ its Pontryagin dual group (i.e. the group of its characters). We
consider a subgroup E of G and study briefly the relation between their Pontryagin dual groups E˜ and
G˜. The annihilator AnnG˜(E) of E is a subgroup of G˜, such that for all a ∈ E and all b ∈ AnnG˜(E), the
characters χb(a) = 1. It is easily seen that
F ≤ E ≤ G → AnnG˜(F ) ≥ AnnG˜(E). (7)
The theory of Pontryagin duality (e.g., [76]) proves that the Pontryagin dual group of E is isomorphic to
G˜/AnnG˜(E); that the Pontryagin dual group of G/E is isomorphic to AnnG˜(E); and that the annihilator
AnnG(AnnG˜(E)) is isomorphic to E:
E˜ ∼= G˜/AnnG˜(E); G˜/E
∼= AnnG˜(E); AnnG(AnnG˜(E))
∼= E (8)
We next consider a subgroup F of E. Then
F˜ ∼= G˜/AnnG˜(F )
∼=
G˜/AnnG˜(E)
AnnG˜(F )/AnnG˜(E)
(9)
Therefore
F ≤ E ≤ G → F˜ ∼=
E˜
AnnG˜(F )/AnnG˜(E)
(10)
It is seen that the Pontryagin dual concept to ‘subgroup’ is ‘quotient’. Specific examples of these ideas,
are discussed later.
B. Partial orders
A directed partially ordered set is a set A with a relation ≺ such that:
• a ≺ a, for all a ∈ A;
• if a ≺ b and b ≺ a, then a = b;
• if a ≺ b and b ≺ c, then a ≺ c;
• for a, b ∈ A there exists c ∈ A such that a ≺ c and b ≺ c.
7We say that a, b are comparable if a ≺ b or b ≺ a. A partially ordered set where any pair of elements is
comparable, is a chain (total order). A partially ordered set where no pair of elements is comparable, is
an antichain.
Two partially ordered sets (A,≺) and (B,≺′) are order isomorphic, if there is a bijective map f from
A to B, and f(a1) ≺′ f(a2), if and only if a1 ≺ a2 (where a1, a2 ∈ A). Below, for simplicity we use the
same symbol ≺ for different partial orders.
An upper bound of a subset B of the partially ordered set A, is an element a ∈ A such that b ≺ a for
all b ∈ B. If the set of all upper bounds of B has a smallest element, it is called the supremum (or least
upper bound) of B.
An element m ∈ A is called maximal, if there is no element k ∈ A such that m ≺ k. A partially ordered
set might have many maximal elements. A finite partially ordered set has at least one maximal element.
An infinite partially ordered set might have no maximal elements. A different concept is the maximum
element. An element t ∈ A is called maximum element, if k ≺ t for all k ∈ A.
Directed-complete partial orders: We give the following proposition without proof[61–63]:
Proposition II.1. Let A be a partially ordered set. The following two statements are equivalent:
(1) Every directed subset of A has a supremum.
(2) Every chain in A has a supremum.
If they hold, then the set A is called directed-complete partial order (dcpo).
From Zorn’s lemma follows that a directed-complete partially ordered set has at least one maximal
element. A chain with a supremum is a complete chain.
Finite partially ordered sets: The width (length) of a finite partially ordered set A is the cardinality
of the largest antichain (chain) in A. Dilworth’s theorem [77] states that if the width of A is n, then it
can be partitioned into n chains.
1. The partially ordered sets N, N(p) and N(n)
Let
N = {2, 3, 4, ...}; N(p) = {p, p2, p3, ...} ⊂ N (11)
where p is a prime number. N with divisibility as an order (i.e., a ≺ b if a|b) is a directed partially ordered
set, and N(p) is a chain. N is not a directed-complete partial order. For example the chain p, p2, p3, ...
where p ∈ Π, has no supremum. N has no maximal elements. Below we enlarge this set in order to make
it a directed-complete partial order.
We also consider the following subset of N:
N(n) = {k ∈ N | k|n} (12)
The cardinality of N(n) is σ0(n) − 1 (the divisor function minus 1 because we have excluded 1). We
factorize n as in Eq.(1) and see easily that the partially ordered set N(n) has width equal to ℓ. Then
according to Dilworth’s theorem, we can partition N(n) into ℓ chains. One such partition is:
M1(n) = {p
r1
1 | 1 ≤ r1 ≤ e1}
M2(n) = {p
r1
1 p
r2
2 | 0 ≤ r1 ≤ e1; 1 ≤ r2 ≤ e2}
....
Mℓ(n) = {p
r1
1 , p
r2
2 ...p
rℓ
ℓ | 0 ≤ r1 ≤ e1; ... 0 ≤ rℓ−1 ≤ eℓ−1; 1 ≤ rℓ ≤ eℓ} (13)
8We assume that the labelling is such that max(e1, ..., eℓ) = eℓ. Then Mℓ(n) is the largest chain and the
length of N(n) is (e1 + 1)...(eℓ−1 + 1)eℓ.
Remark II.2. Later we will consider quantum systems Σ(Z(n),Z(n)) with n ∈ N. We have excluded 1
from N, because the physical meaning of the one-dimensional system Σ(Z(1),Z(1)) is limited. From a
mathematical point of view, the implication of the exclusion of 1, is that N is not a lattice (the ‘meet’
operation is not defined).
C. The supernatural numbers as a directed-complete partially ordered set:
The set NS of supernatural (Steinitz) numbers [1, 2] is:
NS =
{
n =
∏
pep(n) | p ∈ Π; ep ∈ Z
+
0 ∪ {∞}
}
(14)
The index S indicates supernatural or Steinitz. Here the exponents can take the value∞, and the product
might contain an infinite number of prime numbers. If there is no danger of confusion, we will use the
simpler notation ep for the exponents. In this set only multiplication is well defined, and by definition
p∞pe = p∞; e ∈ Z+0 ∪ {∞}. (15)
For the reasons we explained earlier, we exclude 1 from NS , i.e., we require that at least one of the
exponents is different from zero.
In the special case that all ep 6= ∞ and only a finite number of them are different from zero, the∏
pep ∈ N (i.e., N is a subset of NS).
Notation II.3. Let (ep) (where ep ∈ Z
+
0 ∪ {∞}) be an infinite sequence of exponents labelled by p ∈ Π.
The (ep) ≺ (e′p) means that ep ≤ e
′
p for all p. By definition all numbers in Z
+
0 are smaller than ∞.
If (ep) ≺ (e′p) then we say that n =
∏
pep is a divisor of n′ =
∏
pe
′
p and we denote it as n|n′ or as
n ≺ n′. An element of NS , corresponding to the sequence where all ep =∞, is
Ω =
∏
p∈Π
p∞ (16)
This is the maximum element in NS (every element of NS is a divisor of Ω). Let Π1 be a subset (finite
or infinite) of Π. We define the
Ω(Π1) =
∏
p∈Π1
p∞; Ω(Π1)|Ω (17)
Notation II.4. Let n =
∏
pep(n) (where ep(n) ∈ Z
+
0 ∪ {∞}) be a supernatural number. We use the
notation
• Π(∞)(n) for the set of prime numbers for which ep(n) =∞.
• Π(fin)(n) for the set of prime numbers for which 0 < ep(n) <∞.
• Π(0)(n) = Π−Π(∞)(n)−Π(fin)(n).
9Then
n =
∏
p∈Π(∞)(n)
p∞
∏
p∈Π(fin)(n)
pep(n) = Ω
(
Π(∞)(n)
) ∏
p∈Π(fin)(n)
pep(n) (18)
If n ∈ N then Π(∞)(n) is the empty set and Π(fin)(n) = Π(n).
The set NS (ordered by divisibility) is a directed-complete partial order, with Ω as maximum element.
An example of a complete chain in NS is
N
(p)
S = {p, p
2, ..., p∞} = N(p) ∪ {p∞} (19)
Here the supremum is p∞. Other examples of chains in NS are
p1 ≺ p
2
1 ≺ ... ≺ p
∞
1 ≺ p
∞
1 p2 ≺ p
∞
1 p
2
2 ≺ ... ≺ p
∞
1 p
∞
2 ; p1, p2 ∈ Π
p1p2 ≺ (p1p2)
2 ≺ ... ≺ p∞1 p
∞
2
2∞ ≺ 2∞3∞ ≺ 2∞3∞5∞ ≺ ... ≺ Ω (20)
In the first and second chain the supremum is p∞1 p
∞
2 and in the last chain the supremum is Ω.
D. T0 topological spaces
Definition II.5. A topological space (X,TX) is a set X and a collection TX of subsets of X (called open
sets), such that
(1) any finite intersection of elements in TX is also in TX
(2) any union of elements in TX is also in TX
(3) X and ∅ are elements of TX .
The elements of X are called points. If U is an open set in X then X − U is a closed set. A basis BX is
a subset of TX such that every open set in TX can be written as a union of open sets in BX .
If Y ⊂ X , the topology on X induces the subspace topology on Y as follows:
TY = {Y ∩ U | U ∈ TX}. (21)
Definition II.6. The topological space (NS , TNS ) with the ‘divisor topology’ TNS is generated by the
base
BNS = {∅, U(n) | n ∈ NS}; U(n) = {m ∈ NS | m|n}; n = 2, 3, ... (22)
Here the ∅, U(n) and all their unions are the open sets in this topological space. We note that in the
general definition of a topological space we require that the intersection (resp., union) of a finite (resp.,
any) number of open sets is an open set. In our case the restriction to a finite number of open sets is not
needed, because for each point n the U(n) is the smallest open set which contains n. Therefore open and
closed sets satisfy exactly the same conditions. Such topology is known as Alexandrov topology.
The (NS , TNS) induces subspace topologies on its subsets N, N
(p)
S and N
(p). For N this is generated by
the base
BN = {∅, U(n) | n = 2, 3, ...}; U(n) = {m ∈ N | m|n}; n = 2, 3, ... (23)
10
For N
(p)
S this is generated by the base
B
N
(p)
S
= {∅, U(pn) | n ∈ Z+ ∪ {∞}}; U(pn) = {pm ∈ N
(p)
S | m ≤ n}; n ∈ Z
+ ∪ {∞} (24)
For N(p) this is generated by the base
BN(p) = {∅, U(p
n) | n = 1, 2, ...}; U(pn) = {pm ∈ N(p) | m ≤ n}; n = 1, 2, ... (25)
Below we give the separation axioms relevant to the present work
Definition II.7. Let (A, TA) be a topological space.
(1) It is a T0-space (Kolmogorov), if for all pairs of distinct points a, b there exist an open set U ∈ TA
such that either a ∈ U and b /∈ U or a /∈ U and b ∈ U .
(2) It is a T1-space (Frechet), if for all pairs of distinct points a, b there exist two open sets U1, U2 ∈ TA
such that
a ∈ U1; b /∈ U1; a /∈ U2; b ∈ U2. (26)
(3) It is a T2-space (Hausdorff), if for all pairs of distinct points a, b there exist two open sets U1, U2 ∈ TA
such that
a ∈ U1; b /∈ U1; a /∈ U2; b ∈ U2; U1 ∩ U2 = ∅ (27)
Clearly if a topological space is T2 then it is also T1, and if it is T1 it is also T0.
Proposition II.8.
(1) The topological spaces (NS , TNS), (N, TN), (N
(p)
S , TN(p)
S
) and (N(p), TN(p)), are T0 spaces, but not T1
spaces.
(2) The topological spaces (N, TN) and (N
(p), TN(p)) are locally compact, but not compact. The topological
spaces (NS , TNS ) and (N
(p)
S , TN(p)
S
) are compact.
Proof.
(1) We give the proof for the topological space (N, TN) and the proof for the other spaces is similar.
We consider a pair of elements m,n ∈ N. If one of them is a divisor of the other, for example m|n,
then the U(m) is an open set such that m ∈ U(m) and n /∈ U(m). If none of the m,n is a divisor of
the other, then again m ∈ U(m) and n /∈ U(m). This proves that (N, TN) is a T0 topological space.
(N, TN) is not a T1 topological space, because if m|n, every open set which contains n, also contains
m.
(2) We first prove that the topological space (N, TN) is locally compact. For each point n ∈ N, every
open cover has a finite subcover which actually consist of one open set U(m) where n|m. This
proves that (N, TN) is locally compact. On the other hand, (N, TN) is not compact, because its open
cover ⋃
n∈N
U(n) = N (28)
11
has no finite subcover. In a similar way we prove that (N(p), TN(p)) is locally compact, but not
compact.
We next prove that the topological space (NS , TNS ) is compact. In this case every open cover has
a finite subcover. For example, the open cover⋃
n∈NS
U(n) = NS (29)
has the finite subcover U(Ω) = NS . In a similar way we prove that (N
(p)
S , TN(p)
S
) is compact.
Remark II.9. For some authors compact spaces are by definition Hausdorff. We do not include the
requirement to be Hausdorff, in the definition of compact topological spaces.
The physical importance of this proposition will be discussed later.
Topological spaces homeomorphic to (NS , TNS) and continuity: Below we will introduce several topo-
logical spaces (A, TA) which are homeomorphic to the topological space (NS , TNS ) (we denote this as
(A, TA) ∼ (NS , TNS)). We construct them as follows. We consider a set A with elements an which are
labelled with n ∈ NS (i.e., there is a bijection between A and NS). This induces a partial order in A
where am ≺ an if and only if m|n. Then A is order isomorphic to NS . We make A a topological space
with topology TA generated by the base
BA = {∅, UA(an) | n ∈ NS}; UA(an) = {am ∈ A | am ≺ an} (30)
Then (A, TA) ∼ (NS , TNS ). Also the map from NS to A, where n is mapped into an, is a continuous
function.
In a similar way we will introduce topological spaces homeomorphic to (N, TN), to (N
(p)
S , TN(p)
S
), and
also to (N(p), TN(p)).
The topological spaces Z and Z(p): We consider the additive groups Z(n). Then Z(m) ≤ Z(n) if and
only if m|n. Let Z be the set
Z = {Z(2),Z(3), ...}. (31)
There is a bijective map from N to Z, where n is mapped into Z(n). This induces the partial order
‘subgroup’ into Z. Therefore Z is now order isomorphic to the partially ordered set N. Furthermore, it can
become the topological space (Z, TZ) (as described above) which is a T0-topological space, homeomeorphic
to (N, TN). The points in this topology are the groups Z(n), and an open (resp. closed) set contains some
groups and all their subgroups (resp. supergroups).
In a similar way the subset of Z
Z(p) = {Z(p),Z(p2), ...}. (32)
is a chain order isomorphic to N(p), and it is also the topological space (Z(p), TZ(p)) which is homeomorphic
to (N(p), TN(p)).
Later we will introduce larger topological spaces (ZS , TZS) ∼ (NS , TNS) and (Z
(p)
S , TZ(p)
S
) ∼
(N
(p)
S , TN(p)
S
).
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E. p-adic numbers
The field Qp of p-adic numbers (where p ∈ Π), contains elements which can be written as
ap =
∞∑
ν=ord(ap)
aνp
ν ; 0 ≤ aν ≤ p− 1 (33)
ord(ap) is the ordinal or valuation of ap. Addition and multiplication is the usual addition and multi-
plication of series, together with the ‘carry’ operation. The ring Zp of p-adic integers contains elements
with ord(ap) ≥ 0. More generally the ring pnZp contains elements with ord(ap) ≥ n. For n,m ≥ 0 the
p−mZp/p
nZp ∼= Z(pn+m). The −1 as a p-adic number is (p− 1)[1 + p+ p2 + ...].
The metric is non-Archimedean. The absolute value of ap is
|ap|p = p
−ord(ap) (34)
and it has the usual properties, and also the property
|ap + bp|p ≤ max(|ap|p, |bp|p). (35)
We consider all absolute values |λ|p of a fixed number λ, for all p ∈ Π. Also let |λ|∞ be the ‘usual’
absolute value of λ. Ostrowski’s theorem states that
|λ|∞
∏
p∈Π
|λ|p = 1. (36)
Given a prime p, any rational number κ/λ, can be written as
κ
λ
= ps
κ1
λ1
= ps(a0 + a1p+ a2p
2 + ...) (37)
where any two of the κ1, λ1, p are coprime integers. If s ≥ 0 then κ/λ is a p-adic integer.
Qp/Zp as the Pontryagin dual group of Zp. The Qp/Zp contains fractional p-adic numbers. Its ele-
ments are cosets and can be represented by
ap =
−1∑
ν=ν0
aνp
ν (38)
They are defined modulo a p-adic integer.
Qp/Zp is isomorphic to the Pru¨fer p-group (or quasi-cyclic group) C(p
∞):
C(p∞) = {ωpn(α)|α ∈ Z(p
n), n ∈ Z+} ∼= Qp/Zp (39)
Here ap ∈ Qp/Zp corresponds to exp(i2πap).
Characters: The product apbp where ap ∈ Zp and bp ∈ Qp/Zp is also a coset inQp/Zp. The Pontryagin
dual group of Zp is Qp/Zp. This will also be seen below where Zp (resp. Qp/Zp) is studied as the inverse
limit (resp. direct limit) of the groups Z(pn) (resp. of the Pontryagin dual groups to Z(pn) which are
isomorphic to Z(pn)). Additive characters are given by
χp(apbp) = exp(i2πapbp) (40)
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Remark II.10. The Pontryagin dual group of pepZp is Qp/(p
−epZp). Its elements are cosets represented
with the
ap =
−ep−1∑
ν=ν0
aνp
ν . (41)
In the case ep =∞
p∞Zp = {0}; Qp/(p
−∞Zp) = {0}. (42)
The Qp/(p
−∞Zp) has one element which is the coset with all p-adic numbers, and we represent it with 0.
F. The group Ẑ
Ẑ is the additive group
Ẑ =
∏
p∈Π
Zp. (43)
Its elements are
a = (a2, ..., ap, ...); ap ∈ Zp; p ∈ Π. (44)
Here addition is performed componentwise. The set of integers Z can be embedded into Ẑ as follows:
Z ∋ n → (n, n, ...) ∈ Ẑ (45)
Here on the right hand side, we have n in the p-adic form (with p = 2, 3, 5...).
Q/Z as the Pontryagin dual group of Ẑ. The Q/Z contains rational numbers on a circle, and it is
the Pontryagin dual group of Ẑ. This will also be seen below where Ẑ (resp. Q/Z) is studied as the
inverse limit (resp. direct limit) of the groups Z(n) (resp. of the Pontryagin dual groups to Z(n) which
are isomorphic to Z(n)).
Q/Z is isomorphic to
∏
Qp/Zp. Indeed, an element of Q/Z can be written as κ/λ where κ, λ are
coprime integers and κ < λ. We write κ/λ as
κ
λ
=
∑
p∈Π(λ)
κp
pep
; p ∈ Π(λ); ep ∈ E(λ) (46)
and then write κp/p
ep , in the p-adic form. We get
κ
λ
= (a2, ..., ap, ...); ap ∈ Qp/Zp
p ∈ Π(λ) → ap = p
−epκp
p ∈ Π−Π(λ) → ap = 0 (47)
The set Π(λ) is finite, and therefore all but a finite number of the ap, are equal to zero. Addition is
performed componentwise.
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Characters: Let b = (b2, ..., bp, ...) ∈ Q/Z and a = (a2, ..., ap, ...) ∈ Ẑ. The product ba =
(b2a2, ..., bpap, ...) is an element of Q/Z. Additive characters in Q/Z are given by
χ(ab) =
∏
p∈Π
χp(apbp) (48)
This converges because only a finite number of the bp are different from zero.
Remark II.11. In the context of ‘fast Fourier transforms’ Good [78–80] used the Chinese remainder
theorem to factorize characters ωn(µν) where µ, ν ∈ Z(n) as follows. We factorize n as in Eq.(1), and we
define the
ui =
n
peii
; tiui = 1(mod p
ei
i ); wi = tiui ∈ Z(n). (49)
where pi ∈ Π(n) and ei ∈ E(n). We can show that
wiwj = δijwj(mod n); wiuj = δijuj(mod n). (50)
We now consider two bijective maps between the isomorphic groups
Z(n) ∼= Z(pe11 )× ...× Z(p
eℓ
ℓ ). (51)
The first map is
µ ↔ (µ1, ..., µℓ); µ ∈ Z(n); µi ∈ Z(p
ei
i )
µi = µ (mod p
ei
i ); µ =
∑
i
µiwi. (52)
The second map is:
ν ↔ (ν̂1, ..., ν̂ℓ); ν ∈ Z(n); ν̂i ∈ Z(p
ei
i )
ν̂i = νti (mod p
ei
i );
ν
n
=
∑
i
ν̂i
peii
. (53)
Using Eq.(50) we easily prove the following properties for the summation and product of two numbers in
Z(n):
µ+ ν ↔ (µ1 + ν1, ..., µℓ + νℓ)
µν ↔ (µ1ν1, ..., µℓνℓ), (54)
and also
µ+ ν ↔ (µ̂1 + ν̂1, ..., µ̂ℓ + ν̂ℓ)
µν ↔ (µ̂1ν1, ..., µ̂ℓνℓ). (55)
Using Eq.(50) we can prove that
ωn(µν) = ωpe11 (ν̂1µ1) ...ωp
eℓ
ℓ
(ν̂ℓµℓ) (56)
Eq.(44) can be viewed as generalization of Eq.(52). Given a ∈ Z(n) we express it using Eq.(52) as
(a1, ..., aℓ) where ai ∈ Z(p
ei
i ) and then write an as
a = (a2, a3, a5, ...) ∈ Ẑ
pi ∈ Π(n) → api = ai
p ∈ Π−Π(n) → ap = 0. (57)
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Here api is the ai expressed in the p-adic form. Also Eq.(47) can be viewed as generalization of Eq.(53).
Then Eq.(48) is a generalization of Eq.(56) where the correspondence between the variables in these two
equations is given by
api → µi; bpi → p
−ei
i ν̂i. (58)
The generalization involves both the exponents ei going to infinity, and the inclusion of all prime numbers.
Remark II.12. For later use, we partition Ẑ into Ẑeven and Ẑodd as follows:
Ẑeven = {(a2, ..., ap, ...)|ord(a2) ≥ 1}
Ẑodd = {(a2, ..., ap, ...)|ord(a2) = 0} (59)
III. INVERSE AND DIRECT LIMITS IN A QUANTUM MECHANICAL CONTEXT
Let {Gn} be a set of finite Abelian groups, where the indices n belong to some directed partially
ordered set. Also let {G˜n} be the set of their Pontryagin dual groups. Inverse limits of finite groups lead
to profinite groups which are Hausdorff, compact and totally disconnected topological groups. Let G be
the inverse limit of {Gn}, and G˜ the direct limit of {G˜n}. Then G˜ is the Pontryagin dual group of G.
In this section we consider two sets of such groups {Z(pn)} and {Z(n)}. All these groups are Pontryagin
self-dual. The inverse limit of {Z(pn)} and {Z(n)} are the profinite groups Zp and Ẑ, correspondingly.
The direct limits of {Z(pn)} and {Z(n)} are the Qp/Zp and Q/Z correspondingly.
The concept of inverse (resp., direct) limit, involves homomorphisms between the groups {Gn} (resp.,
{G˜n}) which are discussed below. These homomorphisms will be used to define a partial order in the
set {(Gn, G˜n)} with the relation ‘subgroup’ among the G˜n. Then the various Gn are related through
quotients as described in Eq.(10). The sets
{(Gn, G˜n) | n ∈ N} ⊂ {(Gn, G˜n) | n ∈ NS} (60)
are directed partially ordered sets. The larger set {(Gn, G˜n) | n ∈ NS} which contains the (G, G˜) is a
directed-complete partially ordered set. Below the Gn × G˜n will be used as phase spaces of quantum
systems. The embeddings defined in this section, will be used to define embeddings of smaller quantum
systems into larger ones.
A. The profinite group Zp and its Pontryagin dual group Qp/Zp
1. Zp as inverse limit
We consider the {Z(pn)} as additive topological groups with the discrete topology. Here n belongs to
Z+ which with the usual order is a chain. For k ≤ ℓ we define the continous homomorphisms:
ϕkℓ : Z(p
k) ← Z(pℓ); k ≤ ℓ
ϕkℓ(αpℓ) = αpk ; αpℓ = αpk(mod p
k); αpℓ ∈ Z(p
ℓ); αpk ∈ Z(p
k). (61)
These homomorphisms are compatible in the sense that if k ≤ ℓ ≤ r, then ϕkℓ ◦ϕℓr = ϕkr. Also ϕkk = 1.
The {Z(pℓ), ϕkℓ} is an inverse system with inverse limit the Zp:
lim
←−
Z(pℓ) = Zp. (62)
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The elements of the inverse limit of this inverse system are the sequences
α = (αp, αp2 , ...); αpℓ ∈ Z(p
ℓ)
k ≤ ℓ → αpℓ = αpk (mod p
k), (63)
and addition is performed componentwise. This is a different but equivalent representation to Eq.(33),
of p-adic numbers. Indeed we can replace the sequence in Eq.(63) with the sequence
{α0, α1, α2, ...}; aν = p
−ν(αpν+1 − αpν ); α0 = αp, (64)
which we rewrite as a sum as in Eq.(33).
Fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0: Zp is a profinite group and as such it is a topological
group which is Hausdorff, compact and totally disconnected. The
{pnZp | n ∈ Z
+} (65)
are a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0. This topology is the same as the topology endowed
by the p-adic metric in Eq.(34). It is easily seen that
Zp ≥ pZp ≥ p
2Zp ≥ ... (66)
Projections: There exist projections ξk from Zp to Z(p
k), given by the ‘truncated series’
ξk(ap) =
k−1∑
ν=0
aνp
ν (67)
These projections are compatible with the ϕkℓ:
k ≤ ℓ → ϕkℓ ◦ ξℓ = ξk (68)
2. Qp/Zp as direct limit
We consider the Pontryagin dual groups to {Z(pn)} used in the inverse limit of Eq.(61). They are the
{Z(pn) ∼= C(pn)} (they are self-dual). For k ≤ ℓ we define the homomorphisms (‘embeddings’)
ϕ˜kℓ : Z(p
k) → Z(pℓ); k ≤ ℓ,
ϕ˜kℓ(αpk) = αpℓ ; αpℓ = p
ℓ−kαpk ; αpℓ ∈ Z(p
ℓ); αpk ∈ Z(p
k). (69)
The Z(pk) is a subgroup of Z(pℓ), and for a given element in Z(pk) the homomorphism defines the
corresponding element in Z(pℓ). These homomorphisms are compatible in the sense that if k ≤ ℓ ≤ r
then ϕ˜ℓr ◦ ϕ˜kℓ = ϕ˜kr In addition to that, ϕ˜ℓℓ = 1.
The {Z(pℓ), ϕ˜kℓ} is a direct system with direct limit
lim
−→
Z(pℓ) ∼= Qp/Zp ∼= C(p
∞). (70)
The direct limit is the disjoint union of all C(pℓ) ∼= Z(pℓ) modulo an equivalence relation where we
identify αpk ∈ Z(p
k) with pℓ−kαpk ∈ Z(p
ℓ). The Qp/Zp is a discrete group (as the Pontryagin dual group
to Zp which is compact).
There exist homomorphisms ξ˜ℓ from Z(p
ℓ) to Qp/Zp:
ξ˜ℓ(αpℓ) = p
−ℓαpℓ (71)
They are compatible in the sense that
k ≤ ℓ → ξ˜ℓ ◦ ϕ˜kℓ = ξ˜k. (72)
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The topological space Z
(p)
S We can now extend the topological space Z
(p) in Eq.(32), by adding the
C(p∞) ∼= Qp/Zp (all the C(p
n) are subgroups of C(p∞)):
Z
(p)
S = Z
(p) ∪ {C(p∞)} (73)
We make it a topological space as described in section IID, and (Z
(p)
S , TZ(p)
S
) ∼ (N
(p)
S , TN(p)
S
).
3. The chains G(p) and G
(p)
S of Pontryagin dual pairs of groups
We consider the set
G
(p)
S = {(Z(p), C(p)), (Z(p
2), C(p2)), ...} ∪ {(Zp, C(p
∞))} (74)
Each element contains a pair of groups which are Pontryagin dual to each other. We order the elements
of G
(p)
S by ordering the second elements of the pairs with the relation ‘subgroup’, and we get the following
chain which is order isomorphic to N
(p)
S :
(Z(p), C(p)) ≺ (Z(p2), C(p2)) ≺ (Z(p3), C(p3)) ≺ ... ≺ (Zp, C(p
∞)) (75)
The last pair (Zp, C(p
∞)) is the supremum of this chain. We added it, so that the chain is complete. The
first elements of these pairs are ordered indirectly by the fact that their Pontryagin duals are ordered
with the relation ‘subgroup’. A more direct relation can be found using Eq.(8), which involve quotients.
As an example, we consider the first elements of the pairs (Z(pn), C(pn)) and (Zp, C(p
∞)). In this case
G = C(p∞) ∼= Qp/Zp and E = C(pn). Then
G˜ = Zp; AnnG˜(E)
∼= pnZp; E˜ = G˜/AnnG˜(E)
∼= Zp/p
nZp ∼= Z(p
n). (76)
To see this we write the elements of E = C(pn) as ap = a−np
−n+ ...+a−1p
−1 where 0 ≤ a−i ≤ p− 1 and
then it is easily seen that χp(apbp) = 1 for all bp ∈ pnZp. Therefore AnnG˜(E)
∼= pnZp. From this follows
that the Pontryagin dual of E = C(pn) is Zp/p
nZp which is isomorphic to Z(p
n). This shows explicitly
the ‘quotient relationship’ between the first elements of the pairs (Z(pn), C(pn)) and (Zp, C(p
∞)).
A subset of G
(p)
S is
G(p) = {(Z(p), C(p)), (Z(p2), C(p2)), ...} (77)
This is also a chain, but it has no supremum. It is order isomorphic to N(p).
The topological spaces (G(p), TG(p)) and (G
(p)
S , TG(p)
S
): There is a bijective map between N
(p)
S and G
(p)
S :
pn ↔ (Z(pn), C(pn))
p∞ ↔ (Zp,Qp/Zp). (78)
Using the methodology of section II D we can make the G
(p)
S a topological space and (N
(p)
S , TN(p)
S
) ∼
(G
(p)
S , TG(p)
S
). In a similar way we can make G(p) a topological space and (N(p), TN(p)) ∼ (G
(p), TG(p)).
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Embeddings: The products Z(pk)×Z(pk) will be used later as phase spaces of quantum systems. We
use the inverse of a restriction of the homomorphism ϕkℓ in Eq.(61), and the homomorphism ϕ˜kℓ in
Eq.(69), to define embeddings among them.
Definition III.1.
(1) For k ≤ ℓ, Ekℓ is the embedding of Z(pk)× Z(pk) into Z(pℓ) × Z(pℓ), by mapping the (αpk , βpk) ∈
Z(pk)× Z(pk) into (αpℓ , βpℓ) ∈ Z(p
ℓ)× Z(pℓ), as follows:
Ekℓ : (αpk , βpk) → (αpℓ , βpℓ); k ≤ ℓ
αpℓ = αpk ; βpℓ = p
ℓ−kβpk . (79)
(2) Ek∞ is the embedding of Z(p
k)×Z(pk) into Zp×(Qp/Zp) by mapping the (αpk , βpk) ∈ Z(p
k)×Z(pk)
into (ap, bp) ∈ Zp ×Qp/Zp, as follows:
Ek∞ : (αpk , βpk) → (ap, bp)
αp = αpk = α0 + ...+ αk−1p
k−1; bp = p
−kβpk . (80)
The ϕkℓ is not invertible because it is not injective (p
ℓ−k elements of Z(pℓ) are mapped into the same
element in Z(pk)). But in Eq.(79) we use the inverse of a restriction of ϕkℓ, by mapping the αpk ∈ Z(p
k)
into αpℓ = αpk in Z(p
ℓ). We also use in Eq.(79), the homomorphism ϕ˜kℓ.
It is easily seen that
ωpℓ
(
αpℓβpℓ
)
= ωpk
(
αpkβpk
)
; χp (apbp) = ωpk
(
αpkβpk
)
. (81)
The embeddings Ekℓ are compatible:
k ≤ ℓ ≤ r → Eℓr ◦ Ekℓ = Ekr . (82)
Remark III.2. In Eq.(79), the map αpk → αpℓ = αpk is different from the map βpk → βpℓ = p
ℓ−kβpk
(the factor pℓ−k). This is related to the fact that the α-variables are eventually linked to Zp, while the
β-variables are eventually linked to its Pontryagin dual group Qp/Zp. The extra factor p
ℓ−k with the
β-variables is important for the equality in Eq.(81), and it is related to the fact that the Pontryagin dual
concept to subgroup is quotient, as we explained earlier. We also discuss this later in remark IV.14.
B. The profinite group Ẑ and its Pontryagin dual group Q/Z
1. Ẑ as inverse limit
We consider the additive topological groups {Z(n)} with the discrete topology. Here n belongs to
Z+ which with divisibility as a partial order, is a directed partially ordered set. For k|ℓ we define the
continuous homomorphisms:
Φkℓ : Z(k) ← Z(ℓ); k|ℓ
Φkℓ(αℓ) = αk; αℓ = αk(mod k); αℓ ∈ Z(ℓ); αk ∈ Z(k). (83)
These homomorphisms are compatible in the sense that if k|ℓ|r, then Φkℓ ◦ Φℓr = Φkr. Also Φkk = 1.
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The {Z(ℓ),Φkℓ} is an inverse system and we call Ẑ its inverse limit
lim
←−
Z(ℓ) = Ẑ. (84)
Its elements can be represented as sequences
a = (α1, α2, ...); αk ∈ Z(k); αℓ = αk(mod k) (85)
and addition is performed componentwise. The Chinese remainder theorem and the fact that αℓ =
αk(mod k) for k|ℓ, show that only the elements with indices which are powers of a prime, are needed in
order to define uniquely the sequence. Therefore a can also be written as
a = (a2, a3, a5, ..., ap, ...); ap = (αp, αp2 , ...) ∈ Zp (86)
ap is a p-adic integer (written in the representation of Eq.(63)).
Fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0 and the product topology: Ẑ is a profinite group and as
such it is a topological group which is Hausdorff, compact and totally disconnected. The
nẐ ∼=
∏
p∈Π
pepZp (87)
are a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0. Here we have factorized n as in Eq.(1), and therefore
in the sequence (ep) all but a finite number of ep, are equal to zero. This is related to the fact that
Ẑ =
∏
Zp as a topological group, has the product (Tychonoff) topology. This means that the open sets
in Ẑ are
∏
Up where Up is an open sets in Zp, and Up = Zp for all but a finite number of p. This topology
is important later.
Projections: We factorize a positive integer n in terms of prime numbers, as in Eq.(1). There exist
projections πn from Ẑ to Z(n), where the a = (a2, a3, a5, ...) ∈ Ẑ is mapped into
πn(a) = ξe1(ap1)...ξeℓ(apℓ) ∈ Z(n); p1, ..., pℓ ∈ Π(n); e1, ..., eℓ ∈ E(n) (88)
Here ξei (api) ∈ Z(p
ei
i ) (see Eq.(67)). These projections are compatible with the Φnℓ:
n|ℓ → Φnℓ ◦ πℓ = πn (89)
2. Q/Z as direct limit
We consider the Pontryagin dual groups to {Z(n)} used in the inverse limit of Eq.(83). They are the
{Z(n)} (they are self-dual). For k|ℓ we define the homomorphisms (‘embeddings’):
Φ˜kℓ : Z(k) → Z(ℓ); k|ℓ
Φ˜kℓ(αk) = αℓ; αℓ =
ℓ
k
αk; αℓ ∈ Z(ℓ); αk ∈ Z(k). (90)
The Z(k) is a subgroup of Z(ℓ), and for a given element in Z(k) the homomorphism defines the correspond-
ing element in Z(ℓ). These homomorphisms are compatible in the sense that if k|ℓ|r, then Φ˜ℓr◦Φ˜kℓ = Φ˜kr.
Also Φ˜kk = 1.
The {Z(k), Φ˜kℓ} is a direct system with direct limit
lim
−→
Z(k) = Q/Z. (91)
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The direct limit is the disjoint union of all C(k) ∼= Z(k) modulo an equivalence relation where we identify
αk ∈ Z(k) with αℓ =
ℓ
kαk ∈ Z(ℓ). The Q/Z is a discrete group (as the Pontryagin dual group to Ẑ which
is profinite and therefore compact).
For a positive integer n, there exist homomorphisms π˜n from Z(n) to Q/Z, where
π˜n(αn) =
αn
n
= (a2, a3, a5, ...). (92)
The mechanism of expressing αn/n as (a2, a3, a5, ...) is described in Eq.(47). The π˜n are compatible in
the sense that
n|ℓ → π˜ℓ ◦ Φ˜nℓ = π˜n. (93)
Subgroups of Q/Z and their Pontryagin dual groups: Given a supernatural number n factorized as in
Eq.(18), we consider the group
Z(n) =

Z

 ∏
p∈Π(fin)(n)
pep(n)

 ∏
p∈Π∞(n)
Zp

 ∼= Ẑ
Ann
Ẑ
Z˜(n)
; n ∈ NS , (94)
and its Pontryagin dual group
Z˜(n) =

C

 ∏
p∈Π(fin)(n)
pep(n)

 ∏
p∈Π∞(n)
Qp/Zp

 ≤ Q/Z. (95)
We note here that
Z

 ∏
p∈Π(fin)(n)
pep(n)

 ∼= ∏
p∈Π(fin)(n)
Z
(
pep(n)
)
(96)
and that Eq.(9) has been used in Eq.(94). The elements of Z(n) are (a2, ..., ap, ...) where ap = 0 for
p ∈ Π(0)(n). Similarly the elements of Z˜(n) are (a2, ..., ap, ...) where ap = 0 for p ∈ Π(0)(n). In the special
case that n ∈ N, we get Z(n) ∼= Z˜(n) ∼= Z(n).
An example is
Z(3∞5∞) = Z3 × Z5
Z˜(3∞5∞) = (Q3/Z3)× (Q5Z5). (97)
The elements of Z(3∞5∞) are (0, a3, a5, 0, 0, ...) where a3 ∈ Z3 and a5 ∈ Z5. Similarly the elements of
Z˜(3∞5∞) are (0, a3, a5, 0, 0, ...) where a3 ∈ Q3/Z3 and a5 ∈ Q5/Z5. Also
Z(Ω) = Ẑ; Z˜(Ω) = Q/Z. (98)
The topological space ZS: We can now extend the topological space Z in Eq.(31). We consider the
set
ZS = {Z˜(n) | n ∈ NS}. (99)
There is a bijective map between NS and ZS . Using the methodology in section IID, we make ZS a
topological space and (ZS , TZS) ∼ (NS , TNS ).
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3. The directed partially ordered sets G and GS of Pontryagin dual pairs of groups
We consider the set
GS = {(Z(n), Z˜(n)) | n ∈ NS} (100)
of pairs of Pontryagin dual groups. We order the pairs by ordering the second elements Z˜(n) of the pairs
with the relation ‘subgroup’. Then
k|ℓ → (Z(k), Z˜(k)) ≺ (Z(ℓ), Z˜(ℓ)) (101)
The set GS is now a partially ordered set, which is order isomorphic to NS (with divisibility as an order).
The first elements Z(n) of these pairs, are partially ordered indirectly by the fact that their Pontryagin
duals are partially ordered with the relation ‘subgroup’. In order to find a more direct relation we can
use Eq.(10), but we are not discussing the details here.
All chains in GS have a supremum, and therefore GS is a directed-complete partial order. The (Ẑ,Q/Z)
is maximum element in GS . An example of a chain in GS is
(Z(k), Z˜(k)) ≺ (Z(k2), Z˜(k2)) ≺ ... ≺

 ∏
p∈Π−Π(0)(k)
Zp,
∏
p∈Π−Π(0)(k)
Qp/Zp

 . (102)
where k ∈ N. The supremum of this chain is the pair in the right hand side. Another chain in GS is
(Z(2∞), Z˜(2∞)) ≺ (Z(2∞3∞), Z˜(2∞3∞)) ≺ ... ≺ (Ẑ,Q/Z) (103)
The (Ẑ,Q/Z) is the supremum of this chain.
A subset of GS is
G = {(Z(n),Z(n)) | n ∈ N} (104)
This is a directed partially ordered set, , which is order isomorphic to N. It is not a directed-complete
partial order, and it has no maximal elements.
The topological spaces (GS , TGS) and (G, TG): There is a bijective map between NS and GS :
n ↔ (Z(n), Z˜(n))
Ω ↔ (Ẑ,Q/Z). (105)
Therefore we can make GS a topological space and (NS , TNS) ∼ (GS , TGS) (see section IID). In a similar
way we make G a topological space and (N, TN) ∼ (G, TG). According to proposition II.8, (GS , TGS ) is a
T0-space which is compact, and (G, TG) is a T0-space which is locally compact.
Embeddings: We consider the products Z(k)×Z˜(k) which will be used later as phase spaces of quantum
systems. We define embeddings among them, using the inverse of a restriction of Φkℓ in Eq.(83), and the
homomorphism Φ˜kℓ of Eq.(90).
Definition III.3. For k|ℓ, Ekℓ is the embedding of Z(k)× Z˜(k) into Z(ℓ)× Z˜(ℓ), with the map
Ekℓ : (x, p) → (x
′, p′); k|ℓ
x = (x2, ..., xp, ...) ∈ Z(k); p = (p2, ..., pp, ...) ∈ Z˜(k)
x′ = (x′2, ..., x
′
p, ...) ∈ Z(ℓ); p
′ = (p′2, ..., p
′
p, ...) ∈ Z˜(ℓ), (106)
where:
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(1) if p ∈ Π(0)(k), then x′p = 0 and p
′
p = 0.
(2) if p ∈ Π(fin)(k) ∩ Π(fin)(ℓ)
x′p = xp p
′
p = ppp
ep(ℓ)−ep(k)
xp, pp ∈ Z(p
ep(k)); x′p, p
′
p ∈ Z(p
ep(ℓ)), (107)
as in Eq.(79).
(3) if p ∈ Π(fin)(k) ∩ Π(∞)(ℓ) then
x′p = xp; p
′
p = ppp
−ep(k)
xp, pp ∈ Z(p
ep); x′p ∈ Zp; p
′
p ∈ Qp/Zp, (108)
as in Eq.(80).
(4) if p ∈ Π(∞)(k) then x′p = xp and p
′
p = pp.
The relations p′p = ppp
ep(ℓ)−ep(k) and p′p = ppp
−ep(k) above, are basically the homomorphism Φ˜kℓ. The
relation x′p = xp is the inverse of a restriction of Φkℓ. The Φkℓ is not invertible because it is not injective,
but here we use a restriction of Φkℓ which is invertible.
It is easily seen that
χ(xp) = χ(x′p′). (109)
The embeddings Ekℓ are compatible:
k|ℓ|m → Eℓm ◦Ekℓ = Ekm. (110)
Remark III.4. As in remark III.2, we note here that the map x′p = xp is different from the map p
′
p =
ppp
−ep(k) (the factor p−ep(k)). We comment on this again in remark VI.11.
IV. THE SYSTEM Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
A. Locally constant functions and functions with compact support
Definition IV.1. Let fp(ap) be a complex function of ap ∈ Qp.
(1) fp(ap) is locally constant with degree n, if fp(ap + bp) = fp(ap) for all |bp|p ≤ p−n.
(2) fp(ap) has compact support with degree k, if fp(ap) = 0 for all |ap|p > pk.
Remark IV.2. A function fp(ap) which is locally constant with degree n and has compact support with
degree k, is effectively defined on p−kZp/p
nZp ∼= Z(pn+k).
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B. Integrals
In integrals of functions over Qp we use the Haar measure, normalized as:∫
Zp
dap = 1. (111)
The integral over Qp, of a function fp(ap) which is locally constant with degree n and has compact
support with degree k, is given by∫
Qp
fp(ap)dap = p
−n
∑
fp(a−kp
−k + ...+ an−1p
n−1). (112)
The sum is here finite and it is over all a−k, ..., an−1. If we truncate the sum at n
′ > n, we get the same
result, because the function is locally constant with degree n. If we truncate the sum at k′ > k, we get
the same result because the function has constant support with degree k.
Change of variables: Let fp(ap) be a function which is locally constant with degree n and has compact
support with degree k. We express λ ∈ Z+ as λ = prλ1, where p and λ1 are coprime, and |λ|p = p−r.
Then the function f ′p(ap) = fp(λap) is locally constant with degree n− r and has compact support with
degree k + r. From this, and the relation∫
Qp
fp(ap)dap =
∫
Qp
f ′p(ap)d(λap), (113)
follows that
d(λap) = |λ|pdap = p
−rdap; ap ∈ Qp. (114)
If λ, p are coprime then d(λap) = dap.
Integrals over Qp/Zp: Let Fp(pp) be a complex function of pp ∈ Qp/Zp, which has compact support
with degree k. Then∫
Qp/Zp
Fp(pp)dpp =
∑
Fp(p−kp
−k + p−k+1p
−k+1 + ...+ p−1p
−1). (115)
The sum is finite and it is over all p−k, ..., pn−1. The counting measure is used here. The function Fp(pp)
can be regarded as a functions Fp(up) over Qp which is periodic:
Fp(up + 1) = Fp(up); up ∈ Qp. (116)
We write up = pp + xp where pp ∈ Qp/Zp and xp ∈ Zp. Here we represent the coset pp with the element
that has zero integer part. Then the Fp(up) does not depend on xp and integration of Fp(up) over Qp is
given by ∫
Qp
dupFp(up) =
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Zp
dxp Fp(pp) =
∫
Qp/Zp
dppFp(pp). (117)
The counting measure for integration over Qp/Zp ensures that this relation holds. Eq.(117) can be
regarded as a Weil transform [19] which in the present context, takes functions from Qp to Qp/Zp.
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Change of variables: As above a change of variables is performed with the relation
d(λap) = |λ|pdap; ap ∈ Qp/Zp; λ ∈ Z
+ (118)
The following formula for the case p = 2, is needed later:
2−n
∫
Q2/2−nZ2
da2F (2
na2) =
∫
Q2/Z2
d(2na2)F (2
na2) =
∫
Q2/Z2
da′2F (a
′
2) (119)
Here the a2 takes values in Q2/2
−nZ2, and therefore the 2
na2 takes values in Q2/Z2. We rewrite this
relation in a way that it is valid for any p as
|2n|p
∫
Qp/|2n|pZp
dapF (2
nap) =
∫
Qp/Zp
d(2nap)F (2
nap) =
∫
Qp/Zp
da′pF (a
′
p) (120)
We recall here that for p 6= 2, we have |2n|p = 1 and also d(2nap) = d(ap).
Delta functions: In calculations it is useful to have delta functions. δp(xp) where xp ∈ Zp is a
generalized function (it is not locally constant). Generalized functions in the present context are discussed
in [52]. We note that
δp(λxp) =
δp(xp)
|λ|p
; λ ∈ Z+. (121)
We also introduce the function ∆p(pp) where pp ∈ Qp/Zp, such that ∆p(0) = 1 and ∆p(pp) = 0 if pp 6= 0.
This is not a generalized function. Then∫
Zp
dxpfp(xp)δp(xp − ap) = fp(ap);
∫
Qp/Zp
dppFp(pp)∆p(pp − ap) = Fp(ap). (122)
Also ∫
Zp
dxpχp(xppp) = ∆p(pp);
∫
Qp/Zp
dppχp(xppp) = δp(xp). (123)
C. Fourier transforms
The Fourier transform of the complex function fp(xp) where xp ∈ Qp, is given by
[Fpfp](yp) = f˜p(yp) =
∫
Qp
dxpχp(−xpyp)fp(xp); yp ∈ Qp. (124)
Proposition IV.3. If fp(xp) is locally constant with degree n then its Fourier transform f˜p(yp) has
compact support with the same degree n. Also, if fp(xp) has compact support with degree k then f˜p(yp)
is locally constant with the same degree k.
Proof. If the function fp(xp) is locally constant with degree n, then for all |αp|p ≤ p−n we get
fp(xp + ap)− fp(xp) = 0 →
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp χp(xppp)f˜p(pp)[1 − χp(αppp)] = 0. (125)
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Here the Fourier transform of f˜p(pp)[1 − χp(αppp)] is zero, and therefore f˜p(pp)[1 − χp(αppp)] = 0. But
for |αp|p ≤ p−n and |pp| > pn the 1 − χp(αppp) 6= 0 and therefore f˜p(pp) = 0. This proves that the
function f˜p(pp) has compact support with degree n.
In a similar way we prove the second part of the proposition.
Therefore, if fp(xp) is locally constant with degree n and has compact support with degree k (in which
case it can be regarded as a function on p−kZp/p
nZp ∼= Z(pn+k)), its Fourier transform f˜p(yp) is locally
constant with degree k and has compact support with degree n (in which case it can be regarded as a
function on p−nZp/p
kZp ∼= Z(pn+k)).
D. The Schwartz-Bruhat space B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
We consider a quantum system in which the position variable xp takes values in Zp and the momentum
variable pp takes values in the Pontryagin dual group Qp/Zp. Its wavefunctions belong to the Schwartz-
Bruhat space B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] [46–48], which is defined as follows:
Definition IV.4. The Schwartz-Bruhat space B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] can be defined by one of the following two
ways, which are related through a Fourier transform, and are equivalent to each other:
(1) It consists of locally constant complex functions fp(xp) (where xp ∈ Zp). The fact that these
functions are defined in Zp implies that they also have compact support with degree k ≤ 0. The
scalar product is given by
(fp, gp) =
∫
Zp
[fp(xp)]
∗gp(xp)dxp. (126)
(2) It consists of complex functions with compact support Fp(pp) (where pp ∈ Qp/Zp). The fact that
these functions are defined in Qp/Zp implies that they are also locally constant with degree n ≤ 0.
The scalar product of two such functions is given by
(Fp, Gp) =
∫
Qp/Zp
[Fp(pp)]
∗Gp(pp)dpp. (127)
The Fourier transform is given by
(Fpfp)(pp) = f˜p(pp) =
∫
Zp
dxpfp(xp)χp(−xppp). (128)
The inverse Fourier transform is
(F−1p f˜p)(xp) = fp(xp) =
∫
Qp/Zp
dppf˜p(pp)χp(xppp). (129)
According to Parceval’s theorem (fp, gp) = (f˜p, g˜p). Also F
4
p = 1.
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1. Time evolution
In general, time evolution can be described with unitary operators U(xp, yp; t):∫
Zp
dyp U(xp, yp; t)[U(x
′
p, yp; t)]
∗ = δp(xp − x
′
p). (130)
Here t ∈ R is the time and xp, x′p ∈ Zp. Then the wavefunction fp(xp) evolves in time as
fp(xp; t) =
∫
Zp
dyp U(xp, yp; t)fp(yp). (131)
In ref.[31] we have studied in the present context, evolution operators which are analogous to
[exp(iαxˆ) exp(iβpˆ)]t in the harmonic oscillator.
E. The Heisenberg-Weyl group HW[(Qp/Zp),Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
The phase space of this system is Zp × (Qp/Zp). The displacement operators Dp(ap, bp, cp) act on the
wavefunctions fp(xp) and Fp(pp), as follows:
[Dp(ap, bp, cp)fp](xp) = χp (cp − apbp + 2apxp) fp(xp − bp)
[Dp(ap, bp, cp)Fp](pp) = χp (cp + apbp − bppp)Fp(pp − 2ap)
xp, bp ∈ Zp; pp, ap, cp ∈ Qp/Zp (132)
It is easily proved that these two relations are equivalent to each other, and therefore they can be used
as definition of the displacement operators. It is also seen that
Dp(ap + 1, bp, cp) = Dp(ap, bp, cp) = Dp(ap, bp, cp + 1), (133)
and this is consistent with the fact that ap, cp ∈ Qp/Zp.
We next prove the multiplication rule
Dp(ap, bp, cp)Dp(a
′
p, b
′
p, c
′
p) = Dp(ap + a
′
p, bp + b
′
p, cp + c
′
p + (apb
′
p − a
′
pbp)) (134)
Therefore these displacement operators form a representation of the Heisenberg-Weyl group, for which
we use the notation HW(Qp/Zp,Zp,Qp/Zp) which indicates clearly where the three variables belong. It
is easily seen that
[Dp(ap, bp, cp)]
† = Dp(−ap,−bp,−cp); Dp(ap, bp, cp)[Dp(ap, bp, cp)]
† = 1 (135)
The following are subgroups of HW(Qp/Zp,Zp,Qp/Zp):
HW1(Qp/Zp) = {Dp(ap, 0, 0) | ap ∈ Qp/Zp} ∼= Qp/Zp
HW2(Zp) = {Dp(0, bp, 0) | bp ∈ Zp} ∼= Zp
HW3(Qp/Zp) = {Dp(0, 0, cp) | cp ∈ Qp/Zp} ∼= Qp/Zp. (136)
HW2(Zp) is a profinite group. HW1(Qp/Zp) and HW3(Qp/Zp) are discrete groups. HW3(Qp/Zp) is
a normal subgroup of HW(Qp/Zp,Zp,Qp/Zp).
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Proposition IV.5. HW[(Qp/Zp),Zp, (Qp/Zp)] is a locally compact topological group.
Proof. TheHW1(Qp/Zp) is a discrete topological group and therefore it is locally compact. HW2(Zp) ∼=
Zp is a profinite group and therefore it is a compact topological group. Therefore the HW1(Qp/Zp) ×
HW2(Zp) with the product topology, is a locally compact topological group.
The HW3(Qp/Zp) is a normal subgroup of HW(Qp/Zp,Zp,Qp/Zp) and
HW(Qp/Zp,Zp,Qp/Zp)
HW3(Qp/Zp)
∼= HW1(Qp/Zp)×HW2(Zp) (137)
From the fact that both HW1(Qp/Zp) ×HW2(Zp) and HW3(Qp/Zp) are locally compact topological
groups, follows that HW(Qp/Zp,Zp,Qp/Zp) is a locally compact topological group.
Definition IV.6. d2(r2) is the generalized function
d2(r2) =
∫
Q2/Z2
dp2χ2(r2p2); r2 ∈ 2
−1Z2. (138)
If ord(r2) ≥ 0 (i.e., r2 ∈ Z2) then this function is δ2(r2). If ord(r2) = −1 then
d2(r2) =
∫
Q2/Z2
dp2χ2(r
′
2p2)χ2(2
−1p2); r2 = 2
−1 + r′2; r
′
2 ∈ Z2. (139)
Definition IV.7. Let f2(x2) be a function in B[Z2, (Q2/Z2)], where x2 ∈ Z2. Its transform f̂2(2
−1y2)
(where y2 ∈ Z2 and therefore 2−1y2 ∈ 2−1Z2) is defined as
f̂2(2
−1y2) =
∫
Z2
dx2 f2(x2)d2(2
−1y2 − x2); y2 ∈ Z2 (140)
Remark IV.8. If ord(y2) ≥ 1 then f̂2(2−1y2) = f2(2−1y2). If ord(y2) = 0 then
f̂2(2
−1y2) =
∫
Q2/Z2
dp2χ2(2
−1y2p2)f˜2(p2) (141)
Definition IV.9. An operator θ acts on a function fp(xp) as
(θfp)(xp) =
∫
Zp
dypθ(xp, yp)fp(yp) (142)
It also acts on its Fourier transform f˜p(pp) as
(θf˜p)(pp) =
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′pθ˜(pp, p
′
p)f˜p(p
′
p) (143)
where
θ˜(pp, p
′
p) =
∫
Zp
dxp
∫
Zp
dypθ(xp, yp)χp[xp(pp − p
′
p)]. (144)
The trace of θ is given by
trθ =
∫
Zp
dypθ(xp, xp) =
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′pθ˜(pp, pp) (145)
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The following lemma gives a property of the integrands for p = 2, in the integrals in the proposition
below.
Lemma IV.10. Let
S(a2, b2) = D2(a2, b2, 0) θ [D2(a2, b2, 0)]
†
R(a2, b2) = D2(a2, b2, 0)tr[D2(−a2,−b2, 0)θ] (146)
where θ is a trace class operator. Then
(1)
ord(b2) ≥ 1 → D2(a2 + 2
−1, b2, c2) = D2(a2, b2, c2)
ord(b2) = 0 → D2(a2 + 2
−1, b2, c2) = −D2(a2, b2, c2). (147)
(2)
S(a2 + 2
−1, b2) = S(a2 + 2
−1, b2); R(a2 + 2
−1, b2) = R(a2 + 2
−1, b2) (148)
The proof is straightforward. In view of this lemma, it is not surprising that integration of ap below is
over Qp/|2|pZp, i.e., for p 6= 2 it is over Qp/Zp and for p = 2 it is over Q2/2−1Z2.
Proposition IV.11.
(1) For any trace class operator θ acting on B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
|2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp Dp(ap, bp, 0) θ [Dp(ap, bp, 0)]
† = 1trθ. (149)
(2) A trace class operator θ acting on B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], can be expanded in terms of displacement oper-
ators, as
θ = |2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp Dp(ap, bp, 0)tr[Dp(−ap,−bp, 0)θ] (150)
(3) Let Ap(ap) and Bp(bp) be the ‘marginal operators’
Ap(ap) =
∫
Zp
dbp Dp(ap, bp, 0); Bp(bp) = |2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap Dp(ap, bp, 0). (151)
For any g˜p(pp), f˜p(pp) in B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)],
(i) (
g˜p, Ap(ap)f˜p
)
= [g˜p(ap)]
∗ f˜p(−ap); ap ∈ Zp. (152)
(ii)
p 6= 2 →
(
g˜p, Bp(bp)f˜p
)
= [gp
(
2−1bp
)
]∗ fp(−2
−1bp); 2
−1bp ∈ Zp
p = 2 →
(
g˜2, B2(b2)f˜2
)
= [ĝ2
(
2−1b2
)
]∗ f̂2(−2
−1b2) (153)
The transformation of Eq.(140), is used here and if ord(b2) ≥ 1 then f̂2(−2−1b2) = f2(−2−1b2)
and also ĝ2
(
2−1b2
)
= g2
(
2−1b2
)
.
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Proof.
(1) We act with Dp(ap, bp, 0) θ [Dp(ap, bp, 0)]
† on a function Fp(pp) ∈ B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] and we get
|2|p
[
Dp(ap, bp, 0) θ [Dp(ap, bp, 0)]
†Fp
]
(pp) = |2|p
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p χp(2apbp − ppbp + p
′
pbp)
×θ(pp − 2ap, p
′
p) Fp(p
′
p + 2ap). (154)
Consequently, for any function Gp(pp) ∈ B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] we get
|2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp
(
Gp, Dp(ap, bp, 0) θ [Dp(ap, bp, 0)]
†Fp
)
= |2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p [Gp(pp)]
∗ χp(2apbp − ppbp + p
′
pbp)
×θ(pp − 2ap, p
′
p) Fp(p
′
p + 2ap)
= |2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p [Gp(pp)]
∗ ∆p(2ap − pp + p
′
p)
×θ(pp − 2ap, p
′
p) Fp(p
′
p + 2ap) (155)
We now change the variable ap into 2ap taking into account Eq.(120). Then the right hand side of
Eq.(155) gives∫
Qp/Zp
d(2ap)
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p [Gp(pp)]
∗ ∆p(2ap − pp + p
′
p)θ(pp − 2ap, p
′
p) Fp(p
′
p + 2ap)
=
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp [Gp(pp)]
∗ Fp(pp)
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p θ(p
′
p, p
′
p) = (Gp, Fp)tr(θ). (156)
This completes the proof.
(2) We act with Dp(−ap,−bp, 0) on the kernel θ˜(pp, p′p) of the operator θ and we get
[Dp(−ap,−bp, 0)θ˜](pp, p
′
p) = χp (apbp + ppbp) θ˜(pp + 2ap, p
′
p) (157)
Therefore its trace is
tr[Dp(−ap,−bp, 0)θ] =
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp χp (apbp + ppbp) θ˜(pp + 2ap, pp) (158)
We now act with the operator on the right hand side of Eq.(150) on a function Fp(pp) ∈
B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] and we get
|2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p χp (apbp + ppbp) θ˜(pp + 2ap, pp)
×χp
(
apbp − p
′
pbp
)
Fp(p
′
p − 2ap)
= |2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p θ˜(pp + 2ap, pp) ∆p(2ap + pp − p
′
p)Fp(p
′
p − 2ap)
=
∫
Qp/Zp
d(2ap)
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp θ˜(pp + 2ap, pp)Fp(pp)
=
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′′p θ˜(p
′′
p , pp)Fp(pp) (159)
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Therefore the right hand side of Eq.(150) is equal to the operator θ.
(3) Eq.(152) is proved as follows:∫
Zp
dbp (g˜p, Dp(ap, bp, 0)f˜p) =
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Zp
dbp [g˜p(pp)]
∗χp (apbp − ppbp) f˜p(pp − 2ap)
=
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp [g˜p(pp)]
∗∆p(ap − pp)f˜p(pp − 2ap)
= [g˜(ap)]
∗ f˜p(−ap) (160)
Eq.(153) is proved as follows:
|2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap (g˜p, Dp(ap, bp, 0)f˜p) =
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Qp/Zp
d(2ap) [g˜(pp)]
∗
× χp (apbp − ppbp) f˜p(pp − 2ap) (161)
We change the variable 2ap to p
′
p = pp − 2ap and we get∫
Qp/Zp
dpp [g˜p(pp)]
∗χp
(
−2−1bppp
) ∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p χp
(
−2−1bpp
′
p
)
f˜p(p
′
p). (162)
For p 6= 2, these integrals are inverse Fourier transforms and we prove the first of Eqs.(153) (in this
case 2−1bp ∈ Zp). For p = 2, we take into account Eq.(141), to prove the second of Eqs.(153).
Remark IV.12. In the case p = 2, in the integrals of Eqs(149), (150) we integrate the variable a2 over
Q2/2
−1Z2. It is easily seen from lemma VI.5, that if we integrate a2 over Q2/Z2, we get the quoted result
times 2. Also in B2(b2) in Eq.(151), if we integrate a2 over Q2/Z2, we will get the quoted result times 2
or zero, in the cases that ord(b2) ≥ 1 or ord(b2) = 0, correspondingly.
1. Coherent states
The set of coherent states consists of the states
fcoh(xp|ap, bp) = [Dp(ap, bp, 0)gp](xp); ap ∈ Qp/Zp; bp ∈ Zp (163)
where gp(xp) is a state in B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], which we normalize so that (gp, gp) = 1. A special case of
Eq.(149), is the following resolution of the identity in terms of coherent states:
|2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp fcoh(xp|ap, bp) [fcoh(x
′
p|ap, bp)]
∗ = δp(xp − x
′
p). (164)
F. Parity operators
The parity operator is given by
Pp(ap, bp) = [Dp(ap, bp, 0)]
† F2p Dp(ap, bp, 0) = [Dp(2ap, 2bp, 0)]
† F2p = F
2
p Dp(2ap, 2bp, 0)
[Pp(ap, bp)]
2 = 1; [Pp(ap, bp)]
† = Pp(ap, bp). (165)
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It acts on the functions fp(xp) ∈ B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], or f˜p(pp) ∈ B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], as follows:
Pp(ap, bp)fp(xp) = χp(−4apbp − 4apxp)fp(−xp − 2bp)
Pp(ap, bp)f˜p(pp) = χp(4apbp + 2ppbp)f˜p(−pp − 4ap). (166)
It is easily seen that
Pp
(
ap +
1
4
, bp
)
= Pp(ap, bp). (167)
In view of this property, it is not surprising that integration of ap below is over Qp/|4|pZp, i.e., for p 6= 2
it is over Qp/Zp and for p = 2 it is over Q2/2
−2Z2.
Proposition IV.13.
(1)
Pp(a, b) = |2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
da′p
∫
Zp
db′p Dp(a
′
p, b
′
p, 0)χp(2a
′
pbp − 2apb
′
p) (168)
(2) For any trace class operator θ acting on B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
|4|p
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp Pp(ap, bp) θ Pp(ap, bp) = 1trθ. (169)
(3) A trace class operator θ acting on B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], can be expanded in terms of displacement oper-
ators, as
θ = |8|p
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp Pp(ap, bp)tr[θPp(ap, bp)] (170)
(4) Let Ap(ap) and Bp(bp) be the ‘marginal operators’
Ap(ap) = |2|p
∫
Zp
dbp Pp(ap, bp); Bp(bp) = |4|p
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap Pp(ap, bp). (171)
For any g˜p(pp), f˜p(pp) in B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)],
(i)
(g˜p,Ap(ap)f˜p) = [g˜p(−2ap)]
∗ f˜p(−2ap); ap ∈ Qp/Zp. (172)
(ii)
(g˜p,Bp(bp)f˜p) = [g˜p(−bp)]
∗ f˜p(−bp); bp ∈ Zp. (173)
Proof.
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(1) We act with the right hand side of Eq.(168) on an arbitrary function Fp(pp) ∈ B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], and
we get
|2|p
∫
Qp/|2|pZp
da′p χp(2a
′
pbp)Fp(pp − 2a
′
p)
∫
Zp
db′p χp[b
′
p(a
′
p − pp − 2ap)]
=
∫
Qp/Zp
d(2a′p) χp(2a
′
pbp)Fp(pp − 2a
′
p)∆p(a
′
p − pp − 2ap)
= χp(4bpap + 2bppp) Fp(−pp − 4ap) = Pp(a, b)Fp(pp). (174)
(2) We rewrite Eq.(149) as
|4|p
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp Dp(2ap, 2bp, 0) θ [Dp(2ap, 2bp, 0)]
† = 1trθ. (175)
Then we multiply each side with F2p on the left and with F
2
p on the right, and we get
|4|p
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp Pp(ap, bp) θ Pp(ap, bp) = F
4
ptrθ = 1trθ. (176)
(3) We first point out that
tr[Pp(a, b)θ] =
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p χp (4apbp + 2ppbp) θ˜(−pp − 4a, p
′
p)∆p(pp + p
′
p + 4ap)
=
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp θ˜(pp,−pp − 4ap)χp(−4apbp − 2ppbp). (177)
We now act with the operator on the right hand side of Eq.(170) on a function Fp(pp) ∈
B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], and we get
|8|p
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap
∫
Zp
dbp
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p θ˜(p
′
p,−p
′
p − 4ap)χp(−4apbp − 2p
′
pbp)
×χ(4apbp + 2ppbp)Fp(−pp − 4ap)
= |4|p
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p θ˜(p
′
p,−p
′
p − 4ap)∆p(pp − p
′
p)Fp(−pp − 4ap)
= |4|p
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap θ˜(pp,−pp − 4ap)Fp(−pp − 4ap) =
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′pθ˜(pp, p
′
p)Fp(p
′
p) (178)
Eq.(120) has been used in the change of variables. This completes the proof.
(4)
|2|p
∫
Zp
dbp (g˜p, P (ap, bp)f˜p)
= |2|p
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Zp
dbp [g˜(pp)]
∗χp (4apbp + 2ppbp) f˜p(−pp − 4ap)
=
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp [g˜p(pp)]
∗ ∆p(2ap + pp) f˜p(−pp − 4ap) = [g˜p(−2ap]
∗ f˜p(−2ap) (179)
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This proves Eq.(172).
Also
|4|p
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap (g˜p, P (ap, bp)f˜p) = |4|p
∫
Qp/Zp
dpp
∫
Qp/|4|pZp
dap [gp(pp)]
∗
×χp (4apbp + 2ppbp)Fp(−pp − 4ap) (180)
Taking into account Eq.(120), we change variables from ap to p
′
p = −pp − 4ap, and we get∫
Qp/Zp
dpp [g(pp)]
∗χp (bpp)
∫
Qp/Zp
dp′p χp
(
−bp′p
)
Fp(p
′
p) = [g˜(−b)]
∗ f˜(−b). (181)
This proves Eq.(173).
G. The profinite Heisenberg-Weyl group HW(Zp,Zp,Zp)
We define the profinite Heisenberg-Weyl group HW(Zp,Zp,Zp) as the inverse limit of the finite
Heisenberg-Weyl groupsHW[Z(pn),Z(pn),Z(pn)]. This is different from the HW[(Qp/Zp),Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
discussed earlier.
We consider the HW[Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ)] (discussed in sectionVB1) as multiplicative topological
groups with the discrete topology. For k ≤ ℓ we define the homomorphisms
ψkℓ : HW[Z(p
k),Z(pk),Z(pk)] ← HW[Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ)]; k ≤ ℓ, (182)
where
ψkℓ[D
(pℓ)(αpℓ , βpℓ , γpℓ)] = D
(pk)(αpk , βpk , γpk)
αpk = ϕkℓ(αpℓ); βpk = ϕkℓ(βpℓ); γpk = ϕkℓ(γpℓ). (183)
The map ϕkℓ has been defined in Eq.(61). The ψkℓ are compatible in the sense that for k ≤ ℓ ≤ r we
get ψℓr ◦ ψkℓ = ψkℓ. Also ψrr = 1 and therefore the {HW [Z(p
ℓ),Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ)], ψkℓ} is an inverse system,
whose inverse limit we denote as HW(Zp,Zp,Zp). The elements of this group are the sequences
Dp(ap, bp, cp) = (D
(p)(αp, βp, γp), D
(p2)(αp2 , βp2 , γp2), ...)
ap = (αp, αp2 , ...); bp = (βp, βp2 , ...); cp = (γp, γp2 , ...)
ap, bp, cp ∈ Zp; αpk , βpk , γpk ∈ Z(p
k). (184)
The ap, bp, cp are p-adic integers written here in the representation of Eq.(63). Multiplication is performed
componentwise, and we can prove that
Dp(ap, bp, cp)Dp(a
′
p, b
′
p, c
′
p) = Dp(ap + a
′
p, bp + b
′
p, cp + c
′
p + apb
′
p − a
′
pbp). (185)
The subgroups {HW(pnZp, pnZp, pnZp)} are a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of the identity of
the profinite group HW(Zp,Zp,Zp).
Remark IV.14. We have noted earlier in Eq.(79), that the map between the α-variables, is different from
the map between the β-variables. This is because the α-variables are eventually embedded into Zp and
the β-variables into its Pontryagin dual group Qp/Zp. In contrast, in Eq.(183), the map between the
α-variables is the same as the map between the β-variables, because they are both associated with Zp.
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Remark IV.15. We consider the following subgroups of HW(Zp,Zp,Zp):
{Dp(ap, 0, 0) | ap ∈ Zp} ∼= Zp
{Dp(0, bp, 0) | bp ∈ Zp} ∼= Zp. (186)
Clearly these subgroups are not Pontryagin dual to each other. Therefore the HW(Zp,Zp,Zp) cannot
be linked with displacements of dual variables and it is not relevant to quantum mechanics.
V. SUBSYSTEMS OF Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
A. Subsystems and supersystems
Let (G, G˜) be a pair of groups which are Pontryagin dual to each other. Also let (E, E˜) be another
pair of groups which are Pontryagin dual to each other, and in addition to that E˜ is a subgroup of G˜. In
this case there is a quotient relationship between E and G which has been discussed in section IIA.
We consider the quantum systems Σ(G, G˜) and Σ(E, E˜). We say that Σ(E, E˜) is a subsystem of
Σ(G, G˜) (and we denote this as Σ(E, E˜) ≺ Σ(G, G˜)), or equivalently that Σ(G, G˜) is a supersystem of
Σ(E, E˜).
We explain in detail below how Σ(E, E˜) can be embedded into Σ(G, G˜). We also consider sets of
many quantum systems {Σ(Gn, G˜n)} where the binary relation ‘subsystem’ is a partial order. We show
how these directed partially ordered sets can become directed-complete partially ordered sets, by adding
appropriate ‘top elements’.
The set {Σ(Gn, G˜n)} can become a topological space, with the use of the partial order ‘subsystem’.
In this topology the ‘points’ are the systems Σ(Gn, G˜n). Open sets contain some systems and their
subsystems. This clearly obeys the requirements that the union of any number of open sets is an open set,
and that the intersection of a finite number of open sets is an open set. Closed sets are the complements
of open sets and contain some systems and their supersystems.
We will show that this topological space is a T0 space and that the topology formalizes some very
fundamental logical relations between quantum systems and their subsystems and supersystems.
B. The subsystems Σ[Z(pn),Z(pn)]
Definition V.1. The subspaceB[Z(pn),Z(pn)] ofB[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] is defined by one of the following ways,
which are equivalent to each other:
(1) It contains functions fp(xp) (where xp ∈ Zp), which are locally constant with degree n. They can
be regarded as functions
f (p
n)(Xpn) = fp(xp); Xpn = ξn(xp) ∈ Zp/p
nZp ∼= Z(p
n), (187)
where ξn(xp) is given in Eq.(67). In this case the scalar product of Eq.(126) reduces to
(f (p
n), g(p
n)) =
1
pn
∑
Xpn∈Z(pn)
[f (p
n)(Xpn)]
∗g(p
n)(Xpn). (188)
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(2) It contains functions Fp(pp) (where pp ∈ Qp/Zp) which have compact support with degree n. They
can be regarded as functions Fp(Ppn) where Ppn ∈ p−nZp/Zp ∼= Z(pn). The relationship between
pp and Ppn is described by the equation
F (p
n)(Ppn) = Fp(pp) = Fp(p
−nPpn); pp = ξ˜n(Ppn) = p
−nPpn (189)
where ξ˜n(Ppn) is given in Eq.(71). In this case the scalar product of Eq.(127) reduces to
(F (p
n), G(p
n)) =
∑
Ppn∈Z(pn)
[F (p
n)(Ppn)]
∗G(p
n)(Ppn) (190)
This subspace describes a finite quantum system Σ[Z(pn),Z(pn)] with positions and momenta in Z(pn).
Fourier transform: The restriction of the Fourier transform Fp in the subspace B[Z(p
n),Z(pn)] is a
finite Fourier transform, which we denote as F(p
n):
f˜ (p
n)(Ppn) =
(
F(p
n)f (p
n)
)
(Ppn) =
1
pn
∑
Xpn∈Z(pn)
f (p
n)(Xpn)ωpn(−XpnPpn); Xpn ,Ppn ∈ Z(p
n). (191)
1. The finite Heisenberg-Weyl group HW[Z(pn),Z(pn),Z(pn)]:
We denote as D(p
n)(αpn , βpn , γpn) the restriction of the displacement operators Dp(ap, bp, cp) in the
subspace B[Z(pn),Z(pn)]. The relationship between βpn and bp is analogous to that in Eq.(187), and
the relationship between γpn and cp is analogous to that in Eq.(189). For ap we consider two cases. If
p 6= 2 then 2−1 is a p-adic integer, the ap ∈ p−nZp/Zp ∼= Z(pn) and the relationship between αpn and
ap is analogous to that in Eq.(189). For p = 2, we note that 2a2 enters in f˜2(p2 − 2a2) in Eqs(132).
Consequently 2a2 ∈ 2−nZ2/Z2 ∼= Z(2n) and therefore a2 ∈ 2−n−1Z2/2−1Z2 ∼= Z(2n). We summarize this
as follows:
cp ∈ p
−nZp/Zp ∼= Z(p
n); bp ∈ Zp/p
nZp ∼= Z(p
n)
p 6= 2 → ap ∈ p
−nZp/Zp ∼= Z(p
n)
p = 2 → a2 ∈ 2
−n−1Z2/2
−1Z2 ∼= Z(2
n) (192)
Then
p 6= 2 → D(p
n)(αpn , βpn , γpn) = Dp
(
p−nαpn , βpn , p
−nγpn
)
p = 2 → D(2
n)(α2n , β2n , γ2n) = D2
(
2−n−1α2n , β2n , 2
−nγ2n
)
(193)
Consequently Eqs(132) reduce to
[D(p
n)(αpn , βpn , γpn)f
(pn)](Xpn) = ωpn (γpn − αpnβpn + 2αpnXpn) f
(pn)(Xpn − βpn)
[D(p
n)(αpn , βpn , γpn)f˜
(pn)](Ppn) = ωpn (γpn + αpnβpn − βpnPpn) f˜
(pn)(Ppn − 2αpn)
αpn , βpn , γpn ,Xpn ,Ppn ∈ Z(p
n). (194)
The operators D
(pn)
p (αpn , βpn , γpn) form a group which we denote as HW[Z(p
n),Z(pn),Z(pn)]. We next
use the notation
X = D(p
n)(0, 1, 0) = Dp(0, 1, 0)
p 6= 2 → Z = D(p
n)(2−1, 0, 0) = Dp
(
p−n2−1, 0, 0
)
p = 2 → Z = D(2
n)(1, 0, 0) = D2
(
2−n−1, 0, 0
)
(195)
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We note that in D(p
n)(2−1, 0, 0) the 2−1 exists in Z(pn) because p 6= 2.
Now Eqs(194) give
[Zf (p
n)](Xpn) = ωpn (Xpn) f
(pn)(Xpn); [Xf
(pn)](Xpn) = f
(pn)(Xpn − 1)
[Zf˜ (p
n)](Ppn) = f˜
(pn)(Ppn − 1); [Xf˜
(pn)](Xpn) = ωpn (−Ppn) f˜
(pn)(Xpn)
ZαpnXβpn = XβpnZαpnωpn (αpnβpn) ; Z
pn = Xp
n
= 1. (196)
These relations are valid for all values of p, and they are familiar in the formalism of finite quantum
systems with variables in the ring Z(pn) [4–8].
C. Embeddings and their compatibility
Using the embedding Ekℓ of definition III.1, we define an embedding of the space B[Z(p
k),Z(pk)] into
the space B[Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ)]. For k ≤ ℓ, we consider the linear maps
Ekℓ : f
(pk)(Xpk) → f
(pℓ)(Xpℓ); Xpℓ = Xpk
Ekℓ : F
(pk)(Ppk) → F
(pℓ)(Ppℓ); Ppℓ = p
ℓ−kPpk . (197)
We have explained earlier that here we use the ϕ˜kℓ and the inverse of a restriction of ϕkℓ (Eqs.(61),(69)).
Also, the B[Z(pk),Z(pk)] is embedded into B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], with the linear maps:
Ek∞ : f
(pk)(Xpk) → fp(xp); xp = Xpk = X 0 + ...+ X k−1p
k−1
Ek∞ : F
(pk)(Ppk) → Fp(pp); pp = p
−kPpk . (198)
These embeddings are compatible in the sense that
k ≤ ℓ ≤ m → Eℓm ◦ Ekℓ = Ekm
Ekℓ ◦ F
(pk) = F(p
ℓ) ◦ Ekℓ. (199)
Embeddings of the Heisenberg-Weyl groups: The HW[Z(pk),Z(pk),Z(pk)] is embedded into
HW[Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ)] as follows:
D(p
k)(αpk , βpk , γpk) → D
(pℓ)(αpℓ , βpℓ , γpℓ); k ≤ ℓ
αpℓ = αpk ; βpℓ = p
ℓ−kβpk ; γpℓ = γpk . (200)
Here also we use the ϕ˜kℓ and the inverse of a restriction of ϕkℓ (Eqs.(61),(69)).
The HW[Z(pn),Z(pn),Z(pn)] is embedded into HW[(Qp/Zp),Zp, (Qp/Zp)] by mapping
D(p
n)(αpn , βpn , γpn) into Dp(ap, bp, cp) as in Eq.(193). Then we can prove the compatibility con-
dition
Ekℓ ◦D
(pk)(αpk , βpk , γpk) = D
(pℓ)(αpℓ , βpℓ , γpℓ) ◦ Ekℓ
Ek∞ ◦D
(pk)(αpk , βpk , γpk) = Dp(ap, bp, cp) ◦ Ek∞ (201)
Therefore the whole quantum formalism for the system Σ[Z(pn),Z(pn)] is embedded into the quantum
formalism for Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]. In this sense the quantum formalism for Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] generalizes the
quantum formalism for Σ[Z(pn),Z(pn)] by allowing arbitrarily large exponents n. The Schwartz-Bruhat
space (the fact that the functions have compact support and are locally constant) ensures that the
integrals converge.
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D. The chains Σ(p) and Σ
(p)
S as T0 topological spaces
The order between the (Z(pk), C(pk)) in Eq.(75), induces the order ‘subspace’ between the
Σ[Z(pk),Z(pk)]. So the sets
Σ(p) = {Σ[Z(pk),Z(pk)]|k ∈ Z+}
Σ
(p)
S = Σ
(p) ∪ {Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]} (202)
with the order ‘subsystem’ (≺), are infinite chains. The Σ
(p)
S is a complete chain with Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] as
supremum:
Σ[Z(p),Z(p)] ≺ Σ[Z(p2),Z(p2)] ≺ ... ≺ Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]. (203)
The chain Σ
(p)
S is order isomorphic to the chain N
(p)
S (with divisibility as an order). Similarly, the chain
Σ(p) is order isomorphic to the chain N(p).
The topological spaces (Σ(p), TΣ(p)) and (Σ
(p)
S , TΣ(p)
S
): There is a bijective map between N(p) and Σ(p).
Using this we can make Σ(p) a topological space (see section IID), and (Σ(p), TΣ(p)) ∼ (N
(p), TN(p)). The
‘points’ in this topology are the systems Σ[Z(pn),Z(pn)], and an open (resp., closed set) contains some
systems and their subsystems (resp. supersystems).
Similarly, there is a bijective map between N
(p)
S and Σ
(p)
S :
pn ↔ Σ[Z(pn),Z(pn)]
p∞ ↔ Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] (204)
Therefore, we can make Σ
(p)
S a topological space and (Σ
(p)
S , TΣ(p)
S
) ∼ (N
(p)
S , TN(p)
S
). According to proposition
II.8, (Σ
(p)
S , TΣ(p)
S
) is a T0-space which is compact, and (Σ
(p), TΣ(p)) is a T0-space which is locally compact.
The physical meaning of the T0 topology in this context is discussed later.
In summary, from a partial order theory point of view, the chain Σ
(p)
S is complete, while the chain Σ
(p)
is not complete. From a topological point of view, Σ
(p)
S is a compact T0-space, while Σ
(p) is a locally
compact T0-space (which is not compact).
E. Physical importance of the non-Archimedean metric and of the profinite topology
The topology endowed by the p-adic metric, is the same as the profinite topology, and it is needed for
the quantum formalism of the system Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]. The xp + p
nZp where n is a large positive integer,
is a small neighbourhood around xp. Based on this we introduced functions which are locally constant in
a neighbourhood of xp. The fact that Zp is totally disconnected is also important for having non-trivial
locally constant functions. For example, in real numbers a locally constant function is constant, i.e., it is
trivial.
We also need the non-Archimedean metric to define functions with compact support, i.e., functions
which are zero at large distances. The Schwartz-Bruhat space contains functions which are locally con-
stant with degree n and have constant support with degree k, for all positive integers n, k. For fixed
n, k these functions are effectively defined on p−kZp/p
nZp ∼= Z(pk+n) and we get the formalism of the
system Σ[Z(pn+k),Z(pn+k)]. The Schwartz-Bruhat space contains functions with all degrees n, k and in
this sense the Σ[Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ)] (for all ℓ ∈ Z+) are subsystems of Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]. We have used earlier
partial order theory to show explicitly how smaller systems are embedded into larger systems.
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VI. THE SYSTEM Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]
In this section we study a quantum system in which the position variable x = (x2, x3, x5, ...) takes val-
ues in Ẑ (where xp ∈ Zp) and the momentum variable p = (p2, p3, p5, ...) takes values in the Pontryagin
dual group Q/Z (where pp ∈ Qp/Zp). Two important concepts which are used below to describe the rela-
tionship between the quantum formalism for Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] and the quantum formalism for Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)],
are the restricted tensor product of spaces and the restricted direct product of locally compact groups
[20, 46].
The wavefunctions in the position representation are finite linear combinations of products f(x) =∏
p∈Π fp(xp). Integrals over Ẑ of these functions are given by the products∫
Ẑ
f(x)dx =
∏
p∈Π
∫
Zp
fp(xp)dxp. (205)
The wavefunctions in the momentum representation are finite linear combinations of products F (p) =∏
p∈Π Fp(pp). Integrals over Q/Z of these functions are given by the products∫
Q/Z
F (p)dp =
∏
p∈Π
∫
Qp/Zp
Fp(pp)dpp (206)
The Schwartz-Bruhat spaceB[Ẑ,Q/Z)] is defined below in such a way so that the above integrals converge.
We first discuss some technical details.
Change of variables: A change in the variables x′ = λx or p′ = λp where λ ∈ Z+, is performed as
follows:
d(λx) =
∏
p∈Π
d(λxp) =
∏
p∈Π
|λ|p dxp =
1
|λ|∞
dx; x ∈ Ẑ;
d(λp) =
∏
p∈Π
d(λpp) =
∏
p∈Π
|λ|p dpp =
1
|λ|∞
dp; p ∈ Q/Z. (207)
Ostrowski’s theorem (in Eq.(36)) has been used here.
The following formula is used later:
1
2
∫
Q/2−1Z
daF (2a) =
∫
Q/Z
d(2a)F (2a) =
∫
Q/Z
da′F (a′) (208)
Here the a takes values in Q/2−1Z, and therefore the 2a takes values in Q/Z.
Delta functions: Delta functions in the present context are given by δ(x) =
∏
δp(xp). We note that
δ(λx) =
∏
δp(λxp) =
∏ δp(xp)
|λ|p
= |λ|∞δ(x) (209)
We also define the ∆(p) =
∏
∆p(pp). This is equal to 0 if p 6= 0 and it is equal to 1 if p = 0 (the zero in
Q/Z is the coset with all the integers). Then∫
Ẑ
dx f(x)δ(x − a) = f(a);
∫
Q/Z
dp F (p)∆(p − a) = F (a) (210)
Also ∫
Ẑ
dx χ(xp) = ∆(p);
∫
Q/Z
dp χ(xp) = δ(x). (211)
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A. The Schwartz-Bruhat space B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] as the restricted tensor product of B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
Definition VI.1. The Schwartz-Bruhat space B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)][46–48] is defined by one of the following two
ways which are related through a Fourier transform, and are equivalent to each other:
(1) It consists of finite linear combinations of complex functions f(x) =
∏
p∈Π fp(xp) (where x ∈ Ẑ and
xp ∈ Zp) such that
(1A) fp(xp) are locally constant complex functions (these functions are defined in Zp and therefore
they have constant support),
(1B) fp(xp) = 1 for all but a finite number of p ∈ Π.
The scalar product is given by
(f, g) =
∫
Ẑ
[f(x)]∗g(x)dx. (212)
(2) It consists of finite linear combinations of complex functions F (p) =
∏
p∈Π Fp(pp) (where p ∈ Q/Z
and pp ∈ Qp/Zp) such that
(2A) Fp(pp) are complex functions with compact support (these functions are defined in Qp/Zp and
therefore they are locally constant),
(2B) Fp(pp) = ∆p(pp) for all but a finite number of p ∈ Π.
The scalar product is given by
(F,G) =
∫
Q/Z
[F (p)]∗G(p)dp. (213)
The restricted tensor product: The Schwartz-Bruhat space B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)], is isomorphic to the tensor
product of the Schwartz-Bruhat spaces B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], subject to the restrictions (1B),(2B). This is
called restricted tensor product and it is crucial for the convergence of the integrals. It is indicated with
the usual tensor product notation with a prime.
B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] =
′⊗
p∈Π
B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] (214)
Although fp(xp) = 1 for all but a finite number of p ∈ Π, the function is constant in small neighbourhoods
rather than in large regions. This is because of the topology (discussed in section III B 1) where the open
sets of Ẑ are
∏
Up where Up is an open sets in Zp, and Up = Zp for all but a finite number of p. In this
sense the restricted tensor product needs that topology.
The Fourier transform is given by
[Ff ](p) = f˜(p) =
∫
Ẑ
dx χ(−xp)f(x); p ∈ Q/Z (215)
and the inverse Fourier transform by
[F−1f˜ ](x) =
∫
Q/Z
dpχ(xp)f(p); s ∈ Ẑ (216)
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Parceval’s theorem states that (f, g) = (f˜ , g˜). We can also prove that F4 = 1. We note that
F =
⊗
p∈Π
Fp. (217)
Time evolution is described with relations analogous to Eqs.(130),(131).
B. The Heisenberg-Weyl group HW[(Q/Z), Ẑ, (Q/Z)] as the restricted direct product of
HW[(Qp/Zp),Zp, (Qp/Zp)]
The displacement operators D(a, b, c) act on the functions f(x) and F (p) in B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)], as follows:
[D(a, b, c)f ](x) = χ (c− ab+ 2ax) f(x− b)
[D(a, b, c)F ](p) = χ (c+ ab− pb)F (p− 2a)
a, c, p ∈ Q/Z; b, x ∈ Ẑ. (218)
These relations are analogous to Eqs.(132). We recall that in the a = (a2, ..., ap, ...) all but a finite
number of the ap are equal to zero, and similarly for the c and p. This is important in proving that
the [D(a, b, c)f ](x) and [D(a, b, c)F ](p) do obey the restrictions (1B) and (2B) in definition VI.1, and
therefore they belong to the space B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)].
We can check that D(a + 1, b, c) = D(a, b, c) = D(a, b, c + 1) and this is consistent with the fact that
a ∈ Q/Z.
The D(a, b, c) form a representation of the Heisenberg-Weyl group which we denote as
HW[(Q/Z), Ẑ, (Q/Z)]. The multiplication rule is analogous to Eq.(134). Also
[D(a, b, c)]† = D(−a,−b,−c); D(a, b, c)[D(a, b, c)]† = 1. (219)
In analogy with Eq.(136), we consider the following subgroups of HW[(Q/Z), Ẑ, (Q/Z)],
HW1(Q/Z) = {D(a, 0, 0) | a ∈ Q/Z} ∼= Q/Z
HW2(Ẑ) = {D(0, b, 0) | b ∈ Ẑ} ∼= Ẑ
HW3(Q/Z) = {D(0, 0, c) | c ∈ Q/Z} ∼= Q/Z. (220)
Definition VI.2. Let {Gi} be a set of locally compact groups, and Hi be a compact subgroup of Gi.
We denote as gi the elements of Gi, and as hi the elements of Hi. The restricted direct product of Gi
with respect to Hi is the
′∏
i
Gi = {(g1, g2, ...) | gi = hi for all but a finite number of the indices i} (221)
Proposition VI.3.
(1) HW[(Q/Z), Ẑ, (Q/Z)] is a locally compact group.
(2) HW[(Q/Z), Ẑ, (Q/Z)] is the restricted direct product of HW[(Qp/Zp),Zp, (Qp/Zp)] with respect to
HW2(Zp) ∼= Zp:
HW[(Q/Z), Ẑ, (Q/Z)] =
′∏
p∈Π
HW[(Qp/Zp),Zp, (Qp/Zp)] (222)
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Proof.
(1) The proof is analogous to the proof of proposition IV.5.
(2) We use the notation a = (a2, ..., ap, ...) and a similar notation for the other variables. Then
χ (c+ ab− pb) =
∏
p∈Π
χp (cp + apbp − ppbp) . (223)
In Eq.(218), the function f(x) is a finite linear combination of
∏
fp(xp), and the function F (p) is
a finite linear combination of
∏
Fp(pp). Therefore
D(a, b, c) =
∏
Dp(ap, bp, cp) (224)
Since a, c belong to Q/Z, all but a finite number of ap, cp are equal to zero. Therefore all but a
finite number of the factors in the right hand side are Dp(0, bp, 0) which are elements of compact
subgroup HW2(Zp) ∼= Zp of HW[(Q/Z), Ẑ, (Q/Z)]. This completes the proof.
Definition VI.4. Let f(x) =
∏
p∈Π fp(xp) (where x ∈ Ẑ) be a function in B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]. Its transform
f̂(2−1y) (where y ∈ Ẑ) is defined as
f̂(2−1y) = f̂2(2
−1y2)
∏
p∈Π−{2}
fp(xp). (225)
The f̂2(2
−1y2) has been defined in Eq.(140). If x ∈ Ẑeven (so that 2
−1x ∈ Ẑ), then f̂(2−1y) = f(2−1y).
This definition also applies to finite linear combinations of factorizable functions.
Lemma VI.5. Let
N(a, b) = D(a, b, 0) θ [D(a, b, 0)]†
M(a, b) = D(a, b, 0)tr[D(−a,−b, 0)θ] (226)
where θ is a trace class operator. Then
(1)
b ∈ Ẑeven → D(a+ 2
−1, b, c2) = D(a, b, c)
b ∈ Ẑodd → D(a + 2
−1, b, c) = −D(a, b, c). (227)
(2)
N(a+ 2−1, b) = N(a+ 2−1, b); M(a+ 2−1, b) =M(a+ 2−1, b) (228)
The proof is straightforward. This lemma explains why the integration of a below, is over Q/2−1Z.
Proposition VI.6.
(1) For any trace class operator θ acting on B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]
1
2
∫
Q/2−1Z
da
∫
Ẑ
db D(a, b, 0) θ [D(a, b, 0)]† = 1trθ. (229)
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(2) A trace class operator θ acting on B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] can be expanded in terms of displacement operators,
as
θ =
1
2
∫
Q/2−1Z
da
∫
Ẑ
db D(a, b, 0)tr[θD(−a,−b, 0)]; a ∈ Q/Z; b ∈ Ẑ (230)
(3) Let A(a) and B(b) be the ‘marginal operators’
A(a) =
∫
Ẑ
db D(a, b, 0); B(b) =
1
2
∫
Q/(2−1Z)
da D(a, b, 0). (231)
For any g˜(p), f˜(p) in B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)],
(g˜, A(a)f˜) = [g˜(a)]∗ f˜(−a); a ∈ Q/Z, (232)
and also
(g˜, B(b)f˜) = [ĝ
(
2−1b
)
]∗ f̂(−2−1b); b ∈ Ẑ. (233)
The transformation of Eq.(225), is used here and if b ∈ Ẑeven then f̂(−2−1b) = f(−2−1b) and also
ĝ
(
2−1b
)
= g
(
2−1b
)
.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition IV.11. The constants in the corresponding formulas
are different, because the change of variables in proposition IV.11 is performed with Eq.(114), and the
change of variables here is performed with Eqs.(207), (208).
Remark VI.7. The result in Eq.(233) is different in the cases that b ∈ Ẑeven and b ∈ Ẑodd. Analogous
results for finite quantum systems, are also different for the cases of even and odd dimensional systems[81,
82]. Similar behaviour is also seen with the displacement operators for quantum mechanics on a circle[83].
1. coherent states
Coherent states are the states
fcoh(x)|a, b) = [D(a, b, c)f ](x); a ∈ Q/Z; x, b ∈ Ẑ (234)
f(x) is an arbitrary state in B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)], which we normalize so that (f, f) = 1. From Eq.(229) follows
the ‘resolution of the identity’ property:
1
2
∫
Q/Z
da
∫
Ẑ
db fcoh(x|a, b) [fcoh(x
′|a, b)]∗ = δ(x− x′). (235)
C. Parity operators
The parity operator is given by
P (a, b) = [D(a, b, 0)]† F2 D(a, b, 0) = [D(2a, 2b, 0)]† F2 = F2 D(2a, 2b, 0)
[P (a, b)]2 = 1; [P (a, b)]† = P (a, b). (236)
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It acts on the functions f(x) or f˜(p) in B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)], as follows:
P (a, b)f(x) = χ(−4ab− 4ax)f(−x− 2b)
P (a, b)f˜(p) = χ(4ab+ 2pb)f˜(−p− 4a). (237)
These relations are analogous to Eqs.(165),(166). We can prove that
P
(
a+
1
4
, b
)
= P (a, b) (238)
Due to this property, the integration of a below is over Q/4−1Z.
Proposition VI.8.
(1)
P (a, b) =
1
2
∫
Q/2−1Z
da′
∫
Ẑ
db′ D(a′, b′, 0)χ(2a′b− 2ab′) (239)
(2) For any trace class operator θ acting on B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]
1
4
∫
Q/4−1Z
da
∫
Ẑ
db P (a, b) θ P (a, b) = 1trθ. (240)
(3) A trace class operator θ acting on B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], can be expanded in terms of displacement oper-
ators, as
θ =
1
8
∫
Q/4−1Z
da
∫
Ẑ
db P (a, b)tr[θP (a, b)] (241)
(4) Let A(a) and B(b) be the ‘marginal operators’
A(a) =
1
2
∫
Ẑ
db P (a, b); B(b) =
1
4
∫
Q/4−1Z
da P (a, b). (242)
For any g˜(p), f˜(p) in B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)],
(i)
(g˜,A(a)f˜) = 2[g˜(−2a)]∗ f˜(−2a); a ∈ Ẑ. (243)
(ii)
(g˜,B(b)f˜) = 4[g(−b)]∗ f(−b); b ∈ Ẑ. (244)
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition IV.13. The only difference is that the change of
variables in proposition IV.13 is performed with Eq.(114), and the change of variables here is performed
with Eq.(207). Consequently, the constants in the corresponding formulas are different.
Remark VI.9. The Weyl function Wf (a, b) and the Wigner function Wf (a, b) are defined as
Wf (a, b) = (f,D(a, b, 0)f); Wf (a, b) = (f, P (a, b)f). (245)
They are intimately connected to displacement and parity operators, and in this sense propositions IV.11,
VI.6, are also properties of the Weyl functions and propositions IV.13, VI.8, are also properties of the
Wigner functions.
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D. The profinite Heisenberg-Weyl group HW(Ẑ, Ẑ, Ẑ)
We define the profinite Heisenberg-Weyl groupHW(Ẑ, Ẑ, Ẑ) as the inverse limit of the finite Heisenberg-
Weyl groups HW[Z(n),Z(n),Z(n)]. This is different from the HW[(Q/Z), Ẑ, (Q/Z)] discussed earlier.
We consider the HW[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)] (discussed in sectionVIIB 1) as multiplicative topological groups
with the discrete topology. For k|ℓ we define the homomorphisms
Ψkℓ : HW[Z(k),Z(k),Z(k)] ← HW[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)]; k|ℓ, (246)
where
Ψkℓ[D
(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ)] = D
(k)(αk, βk, γk)
αk = Φkℓ(αℓ); βk = Φkℓ(βℓ); γk = Φkℓ(γℓ). (247)
The map Φkℓ has been defined in Eq.(83). The Ψkℓ are compatible and the {HW [Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)],Ψkℓ}
is an inverse system, whose inverse limit we denote as HW(Ẑ, Ẑ, Ẑ). The elements of this group are the
sequences
D(a, b, c) = (D(2)(α2, β2, γ2), D
(3)(α3, β3, γ3), ...)
a = (α2, α3, ...); b = (β2, β3, ...); c = (γ2, γ3, ...)
a, b, c ∈ Ẑ; αk, βk, γk ∈ Z(k) (248)
The a, b, c are elements Ẑ written in the representation of Eq.(85).
We now follow an argument analogous to the one that took us from the representation of Eq.(85), to
the representation of Eq.(86). In Eq.(265) below, we show explicitly how the D(k)(αk, βk, γk) factorizes
as
∏
D(p
ep )(α̂pep , βpep , γ̂pep ) where p ∈ Π(k) and ep ∈ E(k). Therefore the above sequence is uniquely
defined by the elements with k which is equal to the power of a prime. But a sequence that contains the
elements with k = pn, is the Dp(ap, bp, cp) defined in Eq.(184). Therefore
D(a, b, c) = (D2(a2, b2, c2), ...,Dp(ap, bp, cp), ...)
a = (a2, ..., ap, ...); b = (b2, ..., bp, ...); c = (c2, ..., cp, ...); ap, bp, cp ∈ Zp. (249)
Multiplication is performed componentwise and we can show that
D(a, b, c)D(a′, b′, c′) = D(a+ a′, b+ b′, c+ c′ + ab′ − a′b) (250)
From Eq.(249), it follows that
HW(Ẑ, Ẑ, Ẑ) =
∏
p∈Π
HW(Zp,Zp,Zp). (251)
This is direct product. There is no need for a restricted direct product here, because the HW(Zp,Zp,Zp)
are profinite and therefore compact.
Product topology: The HW(Ẑ, Ẑ, Ẑ) is a profinite group, and therefore it is Hausdorff, compact and
totally disconnected topological group. A fundamental system of neighbourhoods of its identity is the
{HW(nẐ, nẐ, nẐ)}. We factorize them as
HW(nẐ, nẐ, nẐ) =
∏
p∈Π
HW(pepZp, p
epZp, p
epZp); n =
∏
pep . (252)
All but a finite number of the exponents ep are zero, i.e., the neighbourhoods of HW(Ẑ, Ẑ, Ẑ) are∏
Up where Up is a neighbourhood of HW(Zp,Zp,Zp) and for all but a finite number of p we have
Up = HW(Zp,Zp,Zp). This shows that the topology ofHW(Ẑ, Ẑ, Ẑ) is the product (Tychonoff) topology.
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Remark VI.10. The two subgroups of HW(Zp,Zp,Zp), that contain the elements {D(a, 0, 0)} and
{D(0, b, 0)} are both isomorphic to Ẑ and therefore they are not Pontryagin dual to each other. Conse-
quently the HW(Ẑ, Ẑ, Ẑ) cannot be associated with displacements of dual variables in quantum mechan-
ics. It is an example of a representation of the Heisenberg-Weyl group which is not relevant to quantum
mechanics.
Remark VI.11. The maps in definition III.3 between the x-variables and between the p-variables, are
different. This is because the x-variables are related to Ẑ and the p-variables are related to its Pontryagin
dual group Q/Z. In contrast, in Eq.(247), the map between the α-variables is the same as the map
between the β-variables, because they are both associated with Ẑ.
VII. SUBSYSTEMS OF Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]
A. The subsystems Σ[Z(n), Z˜(n)] with n ∈ NS
Definition VII.1. The subspace B[Z(n), Z˜(n)] of B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] is defined as in definition VI.1 with
x ∈ Z(n) and p ∈ Z˜(n). The functions are finite linear combinations of f (n)(x) =
∏
p∈Π fp(xp) where in
addition to the conditions in definition VI.1, we have:
(1) if p ∈ Π(∞)(n) the fp(xp) is locally constant function.
(2) if p ∈ Π(fin)(n) the fp(xp) is locally constant function with degree ep(n)
(3) if p ∈ Π(0)(n) the fp(xp) = 1.
Equivalently, the functions are linear combinations of F (n)(p) =
∏
p∈Π Fp(pp) where in addition to the
conditions in definition VI.1, we have:
(1) if p ∈ Π(∞)(n) the Fp(pp) is a function with compact support.
(2) if p ∈ Π(fin)(n) the Fp(pp) is a function with compact support with degree ep(n)
(3) if p ∈ Π(0)(n) the Fp(pp) = ∆p(pp).
The restriction of the Fourier transform F in the subspace B[Z(n), Z˜(n)] is
F(n) =
⊗
p∈Π(fin)(n)
F(p
ep )
⊗
p∈Π(∞)(n)
Fp (253)
The restriction of the Heisenberg-Weyl group in the subspace B[Z(n), Z˜(n)] is HW[Z˜(n),Z(n), Z˜(n)],
where
HW[Z˜(n),Z(n), Z˜(n)] ∼=
∏
p∈Π(fin)(n)
HW[Z(pep),Z(pep),Z(pep)]
′∏
p∈Π(∞)(n)
HW[Qp/Zp,Zp,Qp/Zp] (254)
Its elements are
D(n)(a, b, c) =
⊗
p∈Π(fin)(n)
D(p
ep )(αpep , βpep , γpep )
⊗
p∈Π(∞)(n)
Dp(ap, bp, cp) (255)
Below we study in detail the special case that n is equal to ℓ ∈ N.
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B. The subsystems Σ[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)] with ℓ ∈ N, and their factorization
If n is equal to ℓ ∈ N then the Π(∞)(ℓ) is the empty set and Z(ℓ) ∼= Z˜(ℓ) ∼= Z(ℓ). In this case we are
only interested in the components of x = (x2, x3, ...) ∈ Ẑ and in the components of p = (p2, p3, ...) ∈ Q/Z
which have index p ∈ Π(fin)(ℓ). This is because for p ∈ Π(0)(ℓ) the fp(xp) = 1 and Fp(pp) = ∆p(pp).
Then the functions f(x) and F (p) can be written as
f (ℓ)(Xℓ) = f(x); Xℓ = πℓ(x) =
∏
p
ξep(xp); p ∈ Π(ℓ); ep ∈ E(ℓ)
F (ℓ)(Pℓ) = F (p); p = π˜ℓ(Pℓ) = p
−ℓPℓ; Xℓ,Pℓ ∈ Z(ℓ) (256)
where the πℓ(x) and π˜ℓ(Pℓ) have been given in eqs.(88),(92), correspondingly.
Using the definition VI.1 in the present context, we regard the functions f(x) and F (p) as finite linear
combinations of the products ∏
f (p
ep )(Xpep );
∏
F (p
ep )(P̂pep )
Xpep , P̂pep ∈ Z(p
ep); p ∈ Π(ℓ); ep ∈ E(ℓ) (257)
The link between Eqs.(256), (257), is described with the relations:
f (ℓ)(Xℓ) =
∏
f (p
ep )(Xpep ); F
(ℓ)(Pℓ) =
∏
F (p
ep )(P̂pep )
Xpep = Xℓ (mod p
ep); Xℓ =
∑
p
Xpepwp; Xℓ,Pℓ ∈ Z(ℓ)
P̂pep = Pℓtp (mod p
ep);
P̂ℓ
ℓ
=
∑
p
Ppep
pep
(258)
The relationship between Xℓ and the Xpep is analogous to Eq.(52), and the relationship between Pℓ and
the P̂pep is analogous to Eq.(53). The ‘hat’ in the notation of P̂pep is consistent with the notation in
Eq.(53), and emphasizes the fact that the map for positions is different from the map for momenta. The
variables wp, tp are defined in Eq.(49).
With Eq.(258), the ℓ-dimensional space B[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)] that describes the system Σ[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)] with
variables in Z(ℓ), is expressed as the tensor product
B[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)] =
⊗
p
B[Z(pep),Z(pep)]; p ∈ Π(ℓ); ep ∈ E(ℓ). (259)
A direct proof of this, which is an extension of Good’s formalism on fast Fourier transform and which is
based on the Chinese remainder theorem (see remark II.11), has been given in refs[12, 13]. In the context
of the present paper we arrive at these ideas through definition VII.1 for the Schwartz-Bruhat space.
The restriction of the Fourier transform F in the subspace B[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)] is a finite Fourier transform,
which is factorized in terms of finite Fourier transforms F(p
ep ) in B[Z(pep),Z(pep )], as follows:
F(ℓ) =
⊗
p
F(p
ep ); p ∈ Π(ℓ); ep ∈ E(ℓ)
F (Pℓ) =
(
F(ℓ)f
)
(Pℓ) =
1
ℓ
∑
Xℓ∈Z(ℓ)
f(Xℓ)ωℓ(−XℓPℓ); Xℓ,Pℓ ∈ Z(ℓ). (260)
This factorization is basically Good’s factorization of the Fourier transform, given in Eq.(56).
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1. The finite Heisenberg-Weyl group HW[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)]:
We denote asD(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ) the restriction of the displacement operatorsD(a, b, c) in the ℓ-dimensional
subspace B[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)]. The relationship between the βℓ and b is analogous to the relationship between
Xℓ and x in Eqs.(256). Also the relationship between γℓ and c is analogous to the relationship between
Pℓ and p in Eqs.(256). For the relationship between αℓ and a we recall Eq.(192),(193), where there is
difference between p 6= 2 and p = 2. The implication of this here, is that for odd and even ℓ, we have
a = ℓ−1αℓ and a = (2ℓ)
−1αℓ, correspondingly (in the sense of Eq.(47)). Then
odd ℓ → D(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ) = D
(
ℓ−1αℓ, βℓ, ℓ
−1γℓ
)
even ℓ → D(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ) = D
(
(2ℓ)−1αℓ, βℓ, ℓ
−1γℓ
)
(261)
Now Eqs(218) reduce to
[D(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ)f ](Xℓ) = ωℓ (γℓ − αℓβℓ + 2αℓXℓ) f(Xℓ − βℓ)
[D(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ)f˜ ](Pℓ) = ωℓ (γℓ + αℓβℓ − βℓPℓ) f˜(Pℓ − 2αℓ)
αℓ, βℓ, γℓ,Xℓ,Pℓ ∈ Z(ℓ). (262)
We call HW[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)] the group of the operators D(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ). We next use the notation
X = D(ℓ)(0, 1, 0) = D(0, 1, 0)
odd ℓ → Z = D(ℓ)(2−1, 0, 0) = D
(
(2ℓ)−1, 0, 0
)
even ℓ → Z = D(ℓ)(1, 0, 0) = D
(
ℓ−1, 0, 0
)
(263)
For odd ℓ the 2−1 exists in Z(ℓ). Now Eqs(262) give
[Zf (ℓ)](Xℓ) = ωℓ (Xℓ) f
(ℓ)(Xℓ); [Xf
(ℓ)](Xℓ) = f
(ℓ)(Xℓ − 1)
[Zf˜ (ℓ)](Pℓ) = f˜
(ℓ)(Pℓ − 1); [Xf˜
(ℓ)](Xℓ) = ωℓ (−Pℓ) f˜
(ℓ)(Xℓ)
ZαℓXβℓ = XβℓZαℓωℓ (αℓβℓ) ; Z
ℓ = Xℓ = 1. (264)
These relations are valid for all values of ℓ and they generalize Eqs(196). They are used in the formalism
for finite quantum systems with variables in the ring Z(ℓ)[4–8], and they show clearly that the formalism
of this paper is a generalization of it.
With regard to the factorization in Eq.(259), the diplacement operators factorize as
D(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ) =
∏
D(p
ep )(α̂pep , βpep , γ̂pep ) (265)
The relationship between the βℓ and βpep is analogous to the map in Eqs.(52). Also the relationship
between αℓ, γℓ and α̂pep , γ̂pep correspondingly, is analogous to the map in Eqs.(53).
C. Embeddings and their compatibility
Using the embedding Ekℓ of definition III.3, we define an embedding of the space B[Z(k), Z˜(k)] into
the space B[Z(ℓ), Z˜(ℓ)]. For k, ℓ ∈ NS with k|ℓ, we consider the linear maps
Ekℓ : f(x) → f(x
′)
Ekℓ : F (p) → F (p
′). (266)
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where the relationship between x and x′ and also between p and p′ is given in definition III.3. These
embeddings are compatible in the sense that
k|ℓ|m → Eℓm ◦Ekℓ = Ekm
Ekℓ ◦ F
(k) = F(ℓ) ◦Ekℓ. (267)
Embeddings of the Heisenberg-Weyl groups: For k|ℓ, we introduce an embedding of
HW[Z˜(k),Z(k), Z˜(k)] into HW[Z˜(ℓ),Z(ℓ), Z˜(ℓ)], as follows:
D(k)(αk, βk, γk); → D
(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ) (268)
The relationship between αk, βk, γk and αℓ, βℓ, γℓ is analogous to the one described in definition III.3.
We can prove the compatibility condition
k|ℓ → Ekℓ ◦D
(k)(αk, βk, γk) = D
(ℓ)(αℓ, βℓ, γℓ) ◦Ekℓ (269)
The quantum formalism for Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] generalizes the formalism for the finite quantum systems
Σ[Z(k),Z(k)], in two different ways. Firstly, for a given prime we consider systems with dimension pn
and we can increase arbitrarily the exponent n (the p-adic formalism does that). Secondly, in the product
of pn-dimensional systems, we can increase arbitrarily the number of primes, and the Schwartz-Bruhat
space (conditions 1B and 2B in definition VI.1) ensures that the integrals converge.
Embedding of a set of finite quantum systems into Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]: The formalism of a set of finite
quantum systems, can also be embedded into the formalism for Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]. Then the building blocks
are ‘mathematical subsystems’, each of which has power of prime dimension.
As an example, we consider a bi-partite system AB comprised of two ‘physical subsystems’ A and B,
with variables in Z(kA) and Z(kB), where the kA, kB are factorized in terms of prime numbers as kA = p
2
1p2
and kB = p1p
2
3. The dimension of the system AB is kAkB = p
3
1p2p
2
3. The general wavefunction of the
system AB, can be written as
F (x) =
∑
k
F1k(x1)F2k(x2)F3k(x3)
x ∈ Z(kAkB); x1 ∈ Z(p
3
1); x2 ∈ Z(p2); x3 ∈ Z(p
2
3). (270)
Here the system AB is comprised of three ‘mathematical subsystems’, with dimensions p31, p2, p
2
3.
We next consider the special case of a factorizable wavefunction f(xA)g(xB), where the wavefunction
f(xA) of the system A is
f(xA) = f11(x
′
1)f21(x2) + f12(x
′
1)f22(x2); xA ∈ Z(kA); x
′
1 ∈ Z(p
2
1); x2 ∈ Z(p2), (271)
and the wavefunction g(xB) of the system B is
g(xB) = g11(x
′′
1 )g31(x3); xB ∈ Z(kB); x
′′
1 ∈ Z(p1); x3 ∈ Z(p
2
3). (272)
In this special case the wavefunction of the system is
F (x) = f(xA)g(xB) =
2∑
k=1
F1k(x1)F2k(x2)F3k(x3)
F11(x1) = f11(x
′
1)g11(x
′′
1 ); F12(x1) = f12(x
′
1)g11(x
′′
1 ); x1 ∈ Z(p
3
1)
F21(x2) = f21(x2); F22(x2) = f22(x2)
F31(x3) = g31(x3); F32(x3) = g31(x3). (273)
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For F11 (and also for F12) we need to use a bijective map from Z(p
3
1) to Z(p
2
1)× Z(p1) in order to write
f11(x
′
1)g11(x
′′
1 ) as F11(x1) with x1 ∈ Z(p
3
1). This example shows explicitly, how a set of finite quantum
systems can be viewed as being comprised of mathematical subsystems each of which has power of prime
dimension.
D. The partially ordered sets Σ and ΣS as T0 topological spaces
The partial order between the (Z(k), Z˜(k)) in Eq.(101), induces the partial order ‘subsystem’ between
the Σ[Z(k), Z˜(k)]. Indeed, for k|ℓ the Z˜(k) is a subgroup of Z˜(ℓ) and therefore the Σ[Z(k), Z˜(k)] is a
subsystem of Σ[Z(ℓ), Z˜(ℓ)]:
k|ℓ → Σ[Z(k), Z˜(k)] ≺ Σ[Z(ℓ), Z˜(ℓ)]; k, ℓ ∈ NS . (274)
The sets
Σ(n) = {Σ[Z(k),Z(k)] | k|n}
Σ = {Σ[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)] | ℓ ∈ N}
ΣS = {Σ[Z(n), Z˜(n)] | n ∈ NS} (275)
with subsystem as order, are directed partially ordered sets.
The set Σ(n) is order isomorphic to N(n). The factorization discussed in section VIIB, is analogous to
the factorization of a positive integer in terms of prime numbers. It expresses Σ(n) as tensor product of
systems with power of prime dimension, which can be viewed as ‘building blocks’ of all finite quantum
systems. Our statements for N(n) in section II B 1, are also valid for Σ(n). For example, if we factorize
n as in Eq.(1), the partially ordered set Σ(n), has width equal to ℓ. Physically, this means that it can be
regarded as an ℓ-partite system. Also Σ(n) can be partitioned in a way analogous to Eq.(13).
The set Σ is order isomorphic to N (with divisibility as an order). It contains all Σ(n) where n ∈ N.
But it is not a directed-complete partially ordered set, and it has no maximal elements.
The set ΣS is order isomorphic to NS , and it is a directed-complete partially ordered set. The Σ(Ẑ,Q/Z)
is maximum element in ΣS . It is the smallest quantum system that contains all the Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)) (where
n ∈ NS) as subsystems.
The topological spaces (Σ, TΣ) and (ΣS , TΣS ): There is a bijective map between NS and ΣS :
n ↔ Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n))
Ω ↔ Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] (276)
Therefore we can make ΣS a topological space and (NS , TNS ) ∼ (ΣS , TΣS ) (as described in section IID).
The ‘points’ in this topology are the systems Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)), and an open (resp., closed set) contains
some systems and their subsystems (resp. supersystems). In a similar way we can make Σ a topological
space and (N, TN) ∼ (Σ, TΣ). From proposition II.8, it follows that both (ΣS , TΣS ) and also (Σ, TΣ) are
T0-topological spaces but they are not T1-topological spaces. The physical meaning of this is discussed
below. Also the (ΣS , TΣS ) is compact and the (Σ, TΣ) is locally compact.
In summary, from a partial order theory point of view, ΣS is a directed-complete partial order, while
Σ is not a directed-complete partial order. From a topological point of view, ΣS is a compact T0-space,
while Σ is a locally compact T0-space (which is not compact). This is shown in table I.
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E. Physical importance of the T0-topology
The fact that all the (ΣS , TΣS ), (Σ, TΣ), (Σ
(p), TΣ(p)), (Σ
(p)
S , TΣ(p)
S
)
) are T0-topological spaces and they
are not T1-topological spaces, reflects very fundamental aspects of the logical relationship between a quan-
tum system and its subsystems and supersystems. We present our arguments for the system (ΣS , TΣS ).
The fact that (ΣS , TΣS ) is a T0-space, means that for two distint elements (points) Σ(Z(m), Z˜(m)) and
Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)), there is an open set containing one of them but not the other. If one of the systems is a
subsystem of the other, which is the case if for example m|n, then the open set
U(m) = {Σ(Z(k), Z˜(k)) | k|m}, (277)
is such that
Σ(Z(m), Z˜(m)) ∈ U(m); Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)) /∈ U(m). (278)
If none of the Σ(Z(m), Z˜(m)), Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)) is a subsystem of the other, this means that m is not a
divisor or a multiple of n. Then U(m) contains Σ(Z(m), Z˜(m)) but it does not contain Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)).
On the other hand (ΣS , TΣS ) is not a T1-space. In a T1-space, for any pair of Σ(Z(m), Z˜(m)),
Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)) there exist two open sets U1 and U2 such that
Σ(Z(m), Z˜(m)) ∈ U1; Σ(Z(m), Z˜(m)) /∈ U2
Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)) /∈ U1; Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)) ∈ U2 (279)
But this is impossible if Σ(Z(m), Z˜(m)) is a subsystem of Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)), because any open set that
contains Σ(Z(n), Z˜(n)) will also contain its subsystems. Consequently, (ΣS , TΣS ) is not a T1-space.
It is seen that the properties of the T0 topology reflect very fundamental logical relationships between
a system and its subsystems. The logical concept ‘subsystem’ is intimately connected to the T0 topology
and it is incompatible with the T1 topology.
F. Continuity of physical quantities in the set Σ as a function of n
The fact that the set Σ in Eq.(275) is a topological space, can be used to define continuity of physical
quantities in the systems Σ[Z(n),Z(n)], as a function of n ∈ N.
In each system Σ[Z(n),Z(n)] we define a quantity Ln as a map from the space B[Z(n),Z(n)] to the
set R of real numbers (e.g., entropic quantities); or to the set of n× n matrices (e.g., Wigner functions);
etc. We therefore have a set L = {L2,L3, ...} of such quantities which are defined in the various ‘points’
in the set Σ. We calculate the quantity Ln[f (n)(Xn)] for a function f (n)(Xn) ∈ B[Z(n),Z(n)] of the
system Σ[Z(n),Z(n)]. We then embed this state within the supersystem Σ[Z(r),Z(r)], where n|r, (i.e.,
we consider the state Enr[f
(n)(Xn)]) and we calculate Lr{Enr[f (n)(Xn)]}. In ref[75], we have called
ubiquitous quantities the ones for which
Lr{Enr[f
(n)(Xn)]} = Ln[f
(n)(Xn)] (280)
for all n|r, and for all states f (n)(Xn) ∈ B[Z(n),Z(n)]. This compatibility condition, ensures that the
various Ln represent the same quantity. We have shown that various entropic quantities, and also the
Wigner and Weyl functions, are ubiquitous quantities.
We then make the set L a topological space as described in section IID. Then the function from N to
L which maps n into Ln, is a continuous function. This makes formal the intuitive concept of continuity
between a quantity defined in a large system and the same quantity in a small system.
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G. Physical importance of the profinite topology and of the Schwartz-Bruhat space
The important concept for going from the quantum formalism for Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] into the quantum
formalism for Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] is the restricted tensor product. The Schwartz-Bruhat space B[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]
consists of finite linear combinations of
∏
fp(xp) where fp(xp) = 1, for all but a finite number of p (it
is the restricted tensor product of the B[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]). As we explained earlier, for this we need the
topology where the open sets of Ẑ are
∏
Up where Up is an open sets in Zp, and Up = Zp for all but a
finite number of p.
From this and our discussion in section VE, on the role of the p-adic topology for the system
Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)], it follows that in Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] we have a formalism that includes all Σ[
∏
p Z(p
e),
∏
p Z(p
e)],
as subsystems. Here e = n+ k where n, k are the degrees of local constancy and compact support, cor-
respondingly, of the functions fp(xp). The quantum formalism of Σ[
∏
p Z(p
e),
∏
p Z(p
e)] is precisely the
quantum formalism for Σ[Z(n),Z(n)] with n =
∏
pe (the proof is based on the Chinese remainder theo-
rem [12, 13]). Therefore in Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] we have a rich quantum formalism that includes all Σ[Z(n),Z(n)]
as subsystems. We have discussed in detail the partial order between these systems.
VIII. DISCUSSION
We have considered the quantum system Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)]. The profinite group Zp of positions is the
inverse limit of Z(pn), and the group Qp/Zp of momenta is the direct limit of Z(p
n). The homomorphisms
in the inverse and direct limits, have been used in the embeddings Ekℓ (definition III.1), which in turn
have been used to define the embeddings Ekℓ of Σ[Z(p
k),Z(pk)] into Σ[Z(pℓ),Z(pℓ)] (section VC). The
set Σ
(p)
S of all these quantum systems ordered with the binary relation ‘subsystem’ is a complete chain
which has the Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] as supremum. This is the smallest quantum system that contains all the
Σ[Z(pk),Z(pk)] as subsystems. The set Σ(p) is also a chain, but it is not complete.
We have also considered the quantum system Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)]. The profinite group Ẑ of positions is the
inverse limit of Z(n), and the group Q/Z of momenta is the direct limit of Z(n). Here the homomorphisms
in the inverse and direct limits, have been used in the embeddings Ekℓ (definition III.3), which in turn
have been used for the embedding Ekℓ of Σ[Z(k),Z(k)] into Σ[Z(ℓ),Z(ℓ)] (section VIIC). The set ΣS
of all these systems, ordered with the relation subsystem, is a directed-complete partial order. The
Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)] is maximum element in this set, i.e., it is the smallest system that contains all the systems
in ΣS as subsystems. The set Σ is directed partially ordered set, but it is not directed-complete partial
order.
There is a strong link between partial order theory and topology and the sets Σ
(p)
S and ΣS in Eq.(275),
have been studied as T0 topological spaces. The axioms of the T0-topology, express fundamental logical
relations between the quantum systems. The topology of the set Σ
(p)
S (resp. ΣS) can be used to define
continuity of a physical quantity in the various systems in Σ
(p)
S (resp. ΣS). The work reveals an interesting
partial order theory and T0-topology structure in finite quantum systems, the full use of which remains
to be explored.
In both cases of the quantum systems Σ[Zp, (Qp/Zp)] and Σ[Ẑ, (Q/Z)], we have defined the Schwartz-
Bruhat spaces and the Heisenberg-Weyl groups. We have also discussed the properties of displacement
and parity operators.
The paper can be viewed as a study of ‘large finite quantum systems’. It factorizes them as tensor
products of ‘mathematical component systems’ which are labelled with prime numbers, and each of which
has dimension pe. They are fundamental building blocks of finite quantum systems (analogous to the
prime numbers which are fundamental building blocks of all positive integers). Both, the number of the
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component systems and also the dimension of each component system can become arbitrarily large, but
structures like the Schwartz-Bruhat space, the restricted tensor product of spaces, the restricted direct
product of locally compact groups, etc, ensure that there are no divergencies.
The work uses profinite groups, algebraic number theory, partial order theory and T0 topology in a
quantum mechanical context, with emphasis on the physical meaning of the mathematical concepts.
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TABLE I: Some sets of quantum systems and their characterization as partial orders and as topologies
set of quantum systems partial order topology
Σ(p) not complete chain locally compact, T0
Σ
(p)
S complete chain compact, T0
Σ not directed-complete partial order locally compact, T0
ΣS directed-complete partial order compact, T0
